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‘ GOP, 

UNITED STATES < 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON Mey 20, 1932. 

Dr. W. H. Twenhofel, Chairman, 

Division of Geology and Geography, 
National Research Council, 
2101 Constitution Avenue, 
Washington, D. C. - 

My dear Doctor Twenhofel: 

In accordance with the conclusions reached in the conference 
in my office this morning in which you, Colonel Martin; Doctor Mans= 
field have participated, I am holding the manuscript on the Sparta 
and Tomah quadrangles, Wisconsin, subject to Colonel Martin's call. 
I understand it to be your desire, and the desire of your coauthors, 
to bring this manuscript up to date in a number of respects and to 
resubmit it to the Survey, when your revision may have been completed, 
for publication 8s a bulletin. This form of publication will give 
you more latitude than the folio form originally contemplated and 

will enable you to treat more fully such elements of the problems 
presented in the area, as in your judgment require fuller treatment 
than has been given them in the existing manuscript. I understand 
that since the original submission of this manuscript a certein amount 
of new material has come into your hands and perhaps somewhat differ- 
ent interpretations of facts already in hand may now be desirable. 

With the mamscript, you will find comments made by those 
who have read it in its original form. You will give these comments 
such consideration as is appropriate, will utilize in your revision 
those of them that in your judgment are constructive and helpful, and 
naturally, as would any other author, disregard such as you, with your 
detailed knowledge of the region, find yourselves unable to accept. 

If, after you have completed your revision, you desire, every- 
thing considered, to resubmit the manuscript to the Survey for publica- 
tion as a bulletin, the Survey will be glad to receive it and to con- 
sider the possibility of its publication under the conditions that 
exist at that time. 

Yours very cordially, 

(Signed) W. C. Mendenhall 
Director.
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Prof. A.C.Trowbridge, Univ. of Iowa, 

Dear Sir: I wish to thank you for the copy of your report 

—_ on the erosionl history of the Driftless Area. Since the departure of 

Major Martin from this state the work in thet area has devolved upon 

me. As I have seen a great deal of the area and mapped parts of it in 

= great detail I think I am justified in offering some critisisms of your 

: PAP Ore ee peel rte yee Aas Ee 
One—of—the_first thingsthat.strikes-me~—is the matter of meanders. 

It does not seem to me that entrenched meanders me*an anything but that : 

ne stream once had a broad floodplain and a less grade than at preasnt. 

This-toss_éan—twortycles Of Erosion but it°toesnet=prove-a~periepraine=..... 
tee te Pah OE I Ci 
——— ‘latter of the comparative sizesof fhe supposed oe 

intrended menaders and those of the present stream. Many suppposepl- 

cases of intrenched nenders seem to me to be entirely out of proportion 

to the present stream. If they are really meanders this would seem to 

prove stream diversion, KKAXKKHEEXHKKKAKIYX The—benés of Kickapoo river 

e 

With regard to the structure map on p. 59 I do not at all.agree 

that there is an anticlinal axis near Galesville. The hypothe tics : 

contout rth of that int oo ade ue, gos ‘instanes fs no ° poin i . 

we actually are in the Eau Claire shales where the map woulg put the 

Lower Magnesian at tn&<game-elevation. Throughout Trempeleau County 

the base of the limestone is at from 1150 to 1300 feet elevation. There 

are many previously unknown areas of that formation even as far east 

as Jackson County. There is a bend in the contours 5 is = but 7 

no such pronounced axia as your map suggests. 

I do not like the term "flat" as applied to the rolling uplands | 

underlain by limestone. In hundreds of miles of travel on ss uplands 4 

I have never seen more than a few square rods which are ee. | 
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Very similar topography can be seen on the so-called Sparta Plain or 

as-tt—te—knowntous—ibe Franconia upland and. even Pinliaw whoas are 

found on’ the two’ b enches on the HauClaire shales. The influence of 

: ghcien produci # flats is a thing I never have seen fully recogni zed 

in text es. works fin two ways: first the shale acts aS =u 

a roof protecting the rock below from percolating waters and second Pawek an 

by holding ground water serves as a local lower Limit to wind erosion. 

_May not. the shale flags of Illinois be of somewhat similar origin? 

g I object: very strongly ‘to the assumption that the Franconia upland 

iss peneplain. Shipton evidently did not know its true extent. It is 

present as a shelf all-along the front ‘of the western upland from 

Hi1bourn “to Chippewa River ae cies in every valley cut through the — 

limestone to its horizon. In the Kickapoo valley for instance, it is 

present as a bench down to near Readstown where the top of the Dresbach 

dips beneath water level. It is-not’ present near Prairie du Sac.for Z 

we have another formation, the Wazonanie replacing the Franconia ion °G 

geet” Richland, Center pat€. ‘The uazo"is a cliff-maker and gives rise to 

eusae ai fterent “topography than does the softer Franconia with the 

micaceous shale at the base. The Franconia upland is well developed, 

thoughput Jackson and: Trempeleau ‘counties and Sethe eastern outa. 

a i—the.formaiden locally exceeds 1400 feet elevation. It is. a true 

structural plain since At- fingers oak along valleys ,which run back into . 

the higher hills capped by the Lower Magnesian.. ~ 
Of. Une peer hoenrs < 

It seems to me that the test, must ‘resent in finding a break in 

Slope between the upland “PoLLing ground as it is locally know)by the 

inhabiténtg, and the steep sided val Leyn, raieu is not due either to 

the presence of haré layers or to the recency with which the stream 

has cut though to a soft stratum below. There are-certain-evidences-of 

/ such a break or i iacra ts unconformity in (thoySparta quadrangle where 

G MGne southwestern | par) the Timoatane sandetoue serine se-not as Cae
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break in slope but some distance above it. It is to be noted, however, 

that the "clinkstone" at the top of the Madison is here absent,so that 

the shoulder on the hill may be due to ottaen hard layers of dolomite 

above the cherty and porous base of the Lower Magnesian. 

“It would seem that this question should be further investigated. With : 

regard to the swppemetbeveling of the formations by the upland surface 

esr Po or iccdine to enigake the thiaiuees of liscstace an 

@ mere crag such as Castle Rock with that on a broad ridge . Must not . 

the narrower area have been lowered more than the wide one in the 

same length of time? The Tile, perf bia form Cos Cnealr wa apg 

Another point is th seneettod wedges of weak strataYbetween the “—— 
do wt Gy, Ais 

cuestas. I deny-that your diagram on p. 70 is’ what should be expected 

under conditions of a single erosion cycle. The softustrata recently 

uncovered by the recession of the hard layery are not removed at once : 

but must persist for some considerable time this forming a wedge. 

Both Martin and I were over the Cashton-Prairie du Chien ridge and 

thought that there is a definite escarpment at the base of the Trenton. 

The Lower Magnesian upland continues on the spurs on both sides of the 

Trenton upland as far south as ie ten one ee level. 

We also traversed the ridges from Tomah to Lime Ridge weak 4a RXAXK 

La Grosse. I could never see any basis to consider the lower parts 

of these limestone capped ridges as belonging to a different plain than 

do the high parts. I take it that your evidence of an inter cuesta : 

plain, or rather series of plains rests almost wholly upon the fact that 

these areas are susceptable of having a plahm passed through them. 

I wish to raise the question however, of the validity of this assumption. 

It is natural for everyone = exaggerate the importance of differences 

in elevation as compared with horizontal distances, mainly because of 

the effort necessary to climb hills. In a country of low relief is it wiki
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geometrically possible to ocfan smperteet plane tKHXK almost anywhere? 

Another point I wish to raise is wh@ter or not one can assume that any 

old plain could have survived the known warpings of Pleistocene time 

without being so changed as to be nearly unrecogngzable? I wish to 

suggest, that some of the anomalous stream courses may be due not to 

two peyeles but to persistance of the stream through a period of warping. 

It seems reasonably certain that all the uplift or warping did not =: 

: take place at one time. 

In your computations tof the thickness of the eroded formations 

I do not think you are justified in assuming a uniform thickness over 

the wide areas from which some of them have been entirely removed. 

The thickness maps I have es Wisconsin and for the 

SpartatTomah area show rapid variations. — existance of similar 

variations in the now eroded areas would throw many of the conelugons; — 

The upland gravels (Windrow formation) are certainly a point in 

favor of the Dodgeville plain. They were in—feet unknown to Matin when 

he wrote Bulletin 36. I have a paper eri tien in collaberation with 

Mr. MTwenhofelson these gravels \whdelemte: ow: in press. In it we have 

) ah ae ee 
concluded that the formations do not in themselves 6a% @ peneplain, 

enough they a eycles of iin could -hewever, have 
J J J 

originated elie the normal shifting of divided during erosion. 

The figures I had -s}menei-y suggest that the surface on which the gravels 

rest declines to the—vest—ex southwest in the direction of the Towal~ 

Cretaceous areas. I doubt, however, if in the case of ec ee ALK 

one can safely draw any conclusion as th Cho divans peebe” To 

extend the Dodgeville plain to Texas seems to me most hazarous .On—a&—— 

Revered Eaaeecr ess sectien oven gunpestsg -taaee aa ee ees 

one could not passiple-teli—the-relation-of—two-piains-at sucha distance —



pees 

I am interested in your conclusion with regard to the high Level- 2D 

: terrace spaveis but cannot agree with the explanation. In the férst 

: place this hypothesis wourd require the Wisconsin valley to have been 
f / Kip Thine (thine 

a hanging valley above that of the Mississippi. could have boone P 

no relativly sudden removal of a limestone barrier at Bridgeport ba eto 

simply a(alee a of the Limestone-sandstone boundary(down stream. 

eyes pei the terrace gravels are by no means confined to the area 

you-have-seen—them™ in. Shipton overlooked large deposits in La Crosse 

valley and gigihucetas remnanen are found in all the valleys te—-the 

north of that. I worked 99 last summer on this question and reached 

the conclusion that the eshteis are the remnants of Sree Toe 

outwash and the resulting non=a@aeeTa1 aggradation” I think that the 

rock bottoms of the valleys were at that time considerably higher then 

immediatly before the Wisconsin epoch though mosé of the terrace remnants 

rest upon shelves that are due to rock structure. Sone! of the rock 

terraces, however, cannot be thiis explained and there are few sdany 

eases of stream diversions as are so commonly }he resulf, of deep valley 

filling. 

In the matter of the age of the Driftless Area valleys l-atst pez 

todiffer—theugh I have not had as good an opportunity to study their 

relation to the older drifts as you have had. A comparison of post- 

Wisconsin erosion with the time necessary to make setvarieye and the 

far more impressive Central Plain of Wisconsin shows #t—s#ee thet the 

time since the last ice was a compared with the long period 

which made valleys 800 feet or more in depth in rock and stripped off 

the strata entirely from thousands of square miles. Now the question 

somes of the seustsne the older wisi bee the 

Kansan drift also poets upon the deeply eroded surface of the rocksy 

Yow much older then is bs ete ape If the latter is pre-valley in 

age it would have to be al, thousnand times as ancient as the Kansan. 

Tae Ure perm lym She : i 
itp =



y either bat 
f If this were the case, no  conegrenmiaiiaiie tibia eae or 

we would have to_assume-that“éros ion was much=mere-activeirthe Mi ssiss- 

ippi_valley then in theemissourt. Furthermore there is the fact that 

very old drift enters the Central Plain area of Wisconsin. Unfortunatly 

the study of this area has never yieldeMany definite evidence as to the po 

age of this drift. On the whole,] am inclined bOEETES With bev erett 

on—the.question o¢ the-age-of the Vvarreys. 

In conclusion Iwoulé: Tike to say that-I-diettke-ratsing-e controversy 

and hewe=therefore suggested postponement of the’ report fon Mais 

Tomah area until you had. publishes your Teper Sso-that we court refer Se 

to it and/ give both aspects of the question. I think you have made 

out - case for the Dodgeville wiake —— a thing 4 have always been 

ready to amet but I am not ready to Coretreaethe lower plain or ww 

the setatosene age of the valleys. 

y sa trust you will not be offended by the freedom with which I have 

pitched into your hypotheses. It is only by shooting holes in theories 

that we can progress. If you do any more work in te Driftless Area I 

would be glad to meet you in the field and go over some of these things 

more fully then could be done by letter. 

rn. yi is ‘i oe ‘ =
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Paleozoic rocks aside from these, are all composed of quartzite. They 

comprise North Bluff near Grand Rapiis, Necedah, and Baraboo Bluffs, and 

low hills near Waterloo. The Baraboo Bluffs are largest, being about 

thirty miles in length and reaching e height of 1400 feet above the 

surrounding Pre-Cembrian. 

Still larger quartzite ridges are as yet completely buried in ; 

the Peleozoic rocks. It has been known for over twenty years that 

quartzite was found in the horizon of the "Galena-Trenton" limestone 

at Hartford. In 1918 a set of samples taken every five feet was pre- 

sented to the State Geological Survey by the city authorities. The re- 

: sults of the examintion of these are given in Fig.4. It is now known 

that nearly if not all of the wells in the area bounded or eel 

Fond du Lac, Chilton, Menominee Falls, and Delavan strike Huronian rocks, 

either slate, iron formation, or quartzite. The io cae of this old 

surface is very irregular,and the only one are those near ‘ 

a. on the west side of the area. The quartzites make a veritable 

ne nance : ee 

puried mountain range (Figs.1 & 5) which runX in\general parallel to the 

Lake Michigan basin. The term "Waterloo Range" is proposed since the 
A 

only known outcrops are near the village of that name. The highest points 

at Waterloo rise to an altitude of over 800 feet above dhe tide, this
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WAR DEPARTMENT 
OFFICE OF THE CONSTRUCTING QUARTERMASTER. 

Sparta, Wis. 

; November 7, 1917. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaiter, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wise 

Dear Sir: 

Yours of November lst. duly received. With reference to the 

Barometer, I will return same by express to-day. 

I made several test of the wells but did not get as exact data as I 

would have desired. There is no doubt however that the rate of flow varies 

inversely with the height of Barometer. 

Since you were here we have sunk another 8" well about 600 ft almost 

due west of the new pump house. The head of this latter well is about 9° 

above the ground at that point, and the flow is considerably greater that 

the first 8" well . The combined flow of the three wells is now about 

400,000 gallons per day, so you see we have a good water supplye We have 

installed a 300 G.P.M. pump and the flow is great enough to supply it without 

suction on the wellse 

Thanking you and Prof. Martin for the courtesies shown me, 

I am oN 

‘Major Q.M. Corpse 

NB. Have just been ordered to a southern station and will leave in a 

few daySe
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5. You datter of the 7th end the barometer lmve been received, = 
=, ° Was wery. glad, indeed, to scot your conelusion that the flow of tee 2: 
“wells is effected by the Harometric vressure, ‘“e heve Worked owb:. ~~ 
“that tho source of the artesian weter is not far Cistant, being ~ seo 

_ <beneath the hills to the east. ? ee ae ee 

.  .  -Pwowla Lie to know if you saved eny eanples fron the mew 
“= well, I-sent you some sacks, jut if they were not used I would like — =: 

every “neh to heve then returned, if it is not too uueh trouble, 

= pit oe : eye a Very truly yours, . Soe sean 

as =e fe < : ees S Rs = = : = : = je ei 
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} } z THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN sacs 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY ee on 

= a daly 5, 1918 

oe wey Shia Savaelove contains material prepared wns og 

Be by F. T. Thwaites for a Fol(o. describing the Sparta and 

Tomah Quadrangles. This work was started in 1916 under the direc- 

tion of Lawrence Martin and carried on in 1917 by W. H. Twenhofel 

‘ | and the undersigned. The bulk of the field novation 4a « 

the possesion of W. H. Twenhofel who has also prepared a rough 

draft of the portion of the folio devoted to stratigraphy... 

Some notes are in the possesion of. lawrence Martin; they deal 

almost wholly with the physiography of the area. , 

The enclosed material consists (1) of a manuscript 

of the introduction and sections on stratigraphy of Pleistocene 

: deposits and “Economic geology. There are also a tentative ; 

outlin_e for a full report and lists of contemplated illustgnions. 

(2) field maps, sections of exposures, and miscellaneous data, like 

the blue prints showing the discharge of La Crosse River and 

some streams with which i+ was to be compared. 

The material outside of the envelope consists of three of : 

my note books for 1916 and one loose-leaf book for 1917. The large 

geological mapS are in a sepamte folder in the Planfile. Notes 

with regard to more field work on the dunes and terrace gravels . 

are on the Pleeistocene Geology map. Some of the culture changes 

noted on a Separate map need more exact measurments than I made. ; 

na The entire east edge of the Sparta Quadrangle must be reengraved to 

(pe Gra tiat® adjacent Pe EL Se 

; was also ny Gintention +o do more work on the correlation 

of the terrace gravels and on the relation of the terraces to those 

T the Mississivpi Valley, 499 ae 
Oe Surah



DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOGY THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA 

Bioteer ae lowa City 
ARTHUR C, TROWBRIDGE ‘ ge , pee ise / ‘ 

ee Aart Vina 

December 9, 1920. 

Dr. F. T. Thwaites, . 
Science Hall, 
The University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. | 

My dear Dry Thwaites: 

I am pleased to send to you under separate cover a 

: copy of my paper on the erosional history of the Driftless 

F area, as requested in your letter of the 6th. I am also 

sending a copy to Mr. Guy He. Smith. 

When you have read this paper I shall be glad to 

receive your criticisms, especially in case there are points 

on which you do not agree with me. 

Very truly yours, 

| ! O. C Barth
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J | a 
a |, Status of work on ers) a tee ee Jenne 

- The original plan of the work on the Sparta and Tomah Cuadrangles 

was to have the field work done jointly by Martin, Twenhofel and 

| me. A folio was then to be published by the U.S.G.S5. under contract 

i which expired some time in 1917. This folio was to be written jointly. 

coal The State educational bulletin was then to be written by Martin 

alone basing his work largely on the folio. I am not sure if anything 

on the fossils was contemplated but rather think not, Martin's ms. 

outline for this report according to my recollection was devoted 

mainly to a detailed description of the topographic features of the 

district, not to principles. 

The portions of the folbo originally assigned to Twenhofel and 

E me have been advanced to the second copy. A few illustrations are 

: partly prepared. melarear maps have been barely stabted. Martins SR ae 

PS os has been written by me in first draft. No start whatever has 

been made on the State report. ; : 

Field work still needed comprises'(1), completion of mapping of 

sand dunes and gravel terraces, (2) further well data, and (3) revision _ 

of unsatisfactory work by McKay. I estimate that two weeks will be ph, < 

- needed for this work although possibly less time will si&ffice. 

I urge the immediate completion of this work for the following 

reasons: (1) The area is a type of a large part of western Wisconsin, — 

' (2) af further delayed the persons who did the work will still further 

logse interest or some may be unable to go on with the work,: (3) a 

considerable sum has already been expended and it will not take 

so very much more to get something out of this wheras at present no 

value has been received from the expenditure. is 

. ‘ Jan.20g(92 | :
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‘Status of worit on Sparta an Tomah quatrangies, Jan.,to21. 

ee fer by) i 
i The original plea of fhe work on the Srarte and Tomah “ust ranges : 

: was to have the f4e32 work done jointly by Marbin, Twenhofel and 

: me, A folio was then) te bel published by the W.8i¢.8. under contract 

which exvired sage thos id lcl7. This folio was to be written join ly. 

The State odueatsen: 4 balietin was then to be written by Martin 

alone basing his. sorts ikecely on the folio, I am not sure if anything 

. on the fossils was eqhbosiot ted but rather think not. Martin's ms. 

outline for this ‘repdit acbortins to my reeollection was devoted : 

mainly to a dotasncd! dicabintion of the topographic features of the 

district, not to princtged. q 

The portions of the fclho oricinally asGiscned to Twenhofel and 

me have besn advancéd -b9 the second copy. A few illustrations are as 

partly prepared, The bel maps bave beon. barely stabted. Mertins. : 

part has becn written by mie in first craft. No start wieseres has ae 

beon made on the State report. 

Field work sti!1 neoted comprises (1) completion of manping of : 1 

= Sand dunes and grovel terraces, (2) further well data, and {3) revision ¥ 

of unsatisfactory work. by, MoKay. I estimate that two weoks will be 

needed for this work although possibly less tiuze will suffice. es 

I urge the immedi-te completion of this work for the following 

reasonst (1) The area is a type of a large part of western Wisconsin, : 

(2) 4f further delayed the persons who 414 the work will still further 

Loose interest or some may be unable to go on with the work, (3) a 

considerable sus has. already ‘been exnended nd it will not take d j 

so very much nore te -et sonething out of this wheras at present no 

value has been received from the expenditure. : : 

Jan.2071g9e)
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: March 24, 1921, : 

Major Lawrence Martin 
State Department, tg 
Washington, D. C, : 

Dear Mr. Martin: i 

I have ready the manuscript of the Sparta ee 
Tomah folio with the exception of the part by lr. 
Twenhofel, also copies of the geological map. if 
you are in a position to dg any work on this within 
amonth, I will seri the same to you, but do not wish 
to lose the use of this material for an indefinite 
length of time if you are unable to work on it. 

i received no reply to my letter of : 
February 23 asking what disposition I should make i 
of two large drawers of maps which I found in the 
lower hall. You doubtless overlooked these at the : ae 

: time of your visit Christmas, Unless you let me know 
: to the contrary, I will box them up and send them te 

the storage warehouse with the resé of your property. 

Trusting you are better and able to work 
on the Sparta area, I am 

Very truly yours, Z 

PIT.M Geologist :



ADDRESS OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS TO 

BES eta neon sere 

ae 4 DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
yal ‘ WASHINGTON 

April 4,°1921. : 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, : 

Wisconsin Geological Survey, 1g 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Thwaites: . 2 

I write to make a very belated acknowledgment of your 

two letters. My. work in the State Department is much of 

it new and always urgent and I have been ill & great deal 

of the time since January, but this is no adequate reason 

for not having acknowledged your letters and I hope you ‘ 

will pardon me. : ’ : 

Thank you for sending me. a copy of your paper on the 

sravel seam at Ripon. It appears to me to be an exceed- 

ingly good presentation of the problem and I congratulate 

you upon“it. I was also interested in the map problem 

you have given your Glacial Geology class. It te very spe- 

cific and not too difficult and has the advantage of bring- ~ 

, ing your students face to face with exactly the sort of in- 

terpretations that they must learn to base upon data gather- 

ed in the field. 4 

=
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I should be glad if you would be good enomgh to 

x look over the maps in the two large drawers and to sep- 

arate them into three sets. I would like to have you 

send ae ajl the maps dealing with Glacier Bay, looking 

out especially for some manucript maps or plane table 

Sheets made by Professor Reid in 1890. The second group 

‘ of maps you might sort out includes those bearing upon the 

geolosy and geography of Wisconsin, which you would like 

to retain in the Department of Geology, together with any 

other maps. such as Coast Survey sheets which might be of 

use in instruction there. I should be glad if you would 

send me a list of the maps which you select for this pur- 

pose. The balance of the maps in these two drawers might 

: be packed and go to the warehouse where. my books are stored. 

Mr. Plick knows where these books are. I am afraid this 

: will put you to a great deal of trouble but if you would be 

good enough to do this for me, I shall be greatly indebted 

to you. 

I was very glad to learn that you have completed the 

draft of the manuscript of the Sparta-Tomah folio and of 

the geological map to accompany it. If you will sendthis 

toime at Room 381, State, War and Navy Building, by express, 

\ insured,
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insured, I will go to work on it at once. I am glad that 

this folio is to be published soon. When do you antici- 

pate that Professor Twenhofel's manuscript will be ready? 

With warm regards, I am : 

: Very sincerely yours, 
x
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April 7, 1921, 

: Major Lawrence Martin, 
Room 381, : 
State War and Navy Building, 
Washington, D. Cy 

Dear Mr. Martin: 

I was glad to get your letter of April 4. I trust 
that you are better now and able to work, In regard to your 
maps I have gone through all that I ean find and do not find 
any on Glacier Bay except some of the published charts, I 
have taken out some of the charts which wem not marked and I 

am inclosing a list of them and a féw other maps which I have 
kept out. If you want any of these, I will send them to you : 
or include them with those which I will pack.up. 

I am sending under separate cover by registered mail 
my manuscript of the Sparta and Tomah Report. The portion by 
Mr. Twenhofel is not yet done, We have not written anything 
on the description of the Windrow Formation, but I think we 
ean lift that from the paper on it which will soon be out. The 
section on peneplains needs entire revision. It was written 
by me in 1917 when I had not seen Trowbridge's paper. I am ine 
clined to think that he has something of a case for the upper 
plain, but his statement that the Cashton « Prairie du chien 
ridge hevels the strata is not as conclusive as he thinks. I 
had Mr, Smith go over this at Christmas and we found that the 

' weual escarpment is confused by high PreeSt. Peter hills of 
the Lower Magnesian, The point which supports Trowbridge's 
view, but which he did not make use of, is the break in slope 
in the Lower Magnesian which is noted in the southern part of 
the Sparta Quadrangle, That and the occurrence of the gravels 
are, I believe, the best evidences found within our area, I 

wat po no cegnizance-at all in his soscalled Sparta Plain on the 
Franconia sandstone. He stated that this plain could be 
followed across the formation from Sparta to Grand Father 
Bluff at La Crosse, We kmow that this is not true, but that 
instead one can follow the plain at Portland through to the 
top of Grand Father Bluff. I think it would be well to tabu. 
late these evidences and take them up separately so as to give 

a fair treatment to both sides of the argument, The fact that
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there is no topographical unconformity between uneroded areas 
on top of the hills and the erosion lines along the valleys : 
is a point which should be brought out. Furthermore it should 
be emphasized that the old idea of the peneflains has now been 
abandoned and that Trowbridge's conception is ef a plain which 
beveled the tops of the cuestas. This is quite different than 
the view put forward by Grant or Hershey. ; 

When Dr. White of the U.S.G.S. was here, he suggested 
that the idea of a folio be abandoned and that the report be 
published as a bulletin. I think that this would be a good 
idea as it would allow somewhat more extendéd and freer dis. 
cussion on the problems. 

5 I am ineclosing also the copies of the maps of the 
Sparta and Tomah area, These copies were made for road material 
purposes and hence are not complete. They do not show the Jordan 
sandstone or the St. Peter sandstone, I have not completed 
the field map of the Pleistocene formations, but can send you 
the preliminary map if you wish. I will try to get Mr. Twen.e | 
hofel's manuscript to you before long, we 

We would like to have the maps back within a month 
as they are needed for road material work. 

Yours very truly, ; 

PITAM Geologist



List of Maps : 

Leverett's Ms. Map of Minnesota 

Gettysburg Maps 

List of Ft, Sheridan Exercises _ 

Coast Charts : 

Latouche Passage 

Drier Bay 3 copies 

Gartineau Channell 

Tongass Nerrows 

Bays & Harbors in SE Aleska 

Lake Bay & Approaches 2 

Port William Sound 7 copies (different sceles) - 
8515.44 copies, 8550, 8520, 8519 

Revillagigedo Channel 

Yakutat Bay 2 copies 

Controller Bay 3 copies 

Port Valdez 2 copies 

Wrangell Strait 

C. St. Elias to Shumagin Fds. 2 copies E 

Cook Inlet 

Dtier Bay |



ADDRESS OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS TO 

vain 

“DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Ue alllllis oP WASHINGTON 

April 15, 1921. 

Mir. F.(T. Thwaites, ‘ 

Wisconsin Geological Survey, 

Medison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Fred: 

I write to acknowledge your letter of April 7, and 

the registered package containing the geological maps 

and your manuscript. I have already begun to work on 

it and can see that you have done a great deal of hard 
2 * 

work. 

I.am zoing to go to the Geological Survey and dis- 

cuss the question as to whether this is to be a bulletin 

or folio and shall then write you further on that point. 

I am also making out a rather detailed table of contents 

of the whole publication and wish that you would send me 

your table of contents so that we may come to a complete 

agreement with Twenhofel and between ourselves as to ex- 

actly what sections each of us is to draft. 

I
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I thank you very'much for sorting out the maps : 

: for me. You are entirely welcome to all of those on 

the list you sent me. I had a very strong impression 

that there was a set of origins] maps of Glacier Bay, 

which Professor Reid loaned me a number of years ago, 

énd which I wes anxious to return to him. 

Very sincerely yours,



April 20, 1921. 

: Major Lawrence Martin, 
Department of State, 
Washington, Ds C. | 

Dear Mrs Martin: 

In’ reply. to yours of the 15th, I have talked the 
matter over with Professor Twenhofel.s He says that any 
arrangement which you see fit to make will be agreeable 
to hime A have not made any table of contents for a : 
bulletin; at least I do not seem to find any in the file, 
although I Shove I had once made one, I1 would sugcest 
that in the bulletin a less rigorous separation of dew 
scription and ‘geological history be made. I think that 
under each formation a paragraph entitled conditions of 
origin would be appropriate. The geological nna BOCe 
tion would then be reduced to a simple summary of the 
events, t 

‘ I have not done anything further about boxing _ 
the maps.s I am positive that there are no plane table 
sheets from Glacier Bay among those which I have sorted. | 

I will be able to go in the field the latter 
part of June to finish the field work at Sparta, I 
trust, that we will be able to have the entire report out 
of the way shortly after that, ; 

Yours very truly, 

FITe Geologist



: ae dune 2, 1941, : fees 

: 4 =) z 2 : : ore 

Major Lawrence Martin; . ! Ces 
: Room 381, State War & Navy Building, é eS 

Washington, D.C. : : Ze 

Dear Mr, Martin: ee 

: I have information that the manuseript wee os 
for the ig reblog area must be in the hands of ee 
the U.S. Geological Survey by July ist and am writing foe 2s 
to see whether you have done anything as yet on the oe 

_ tManuseript sent you, TI have practically completed é ra 
the manuscript on a and geological history Eee 

ee up to the Pleistocene, am now preparing a tentative Es 
St of illustrations very much reduced in nwaber from PS 

those formerly suggested. I have not, however, cha en Fe ee eg 
any photographs as yet, I think the Same has come when eee 

= we ought to definitely decide on og maps are to be z er = 

incorporated, and I would suggest map showing all the = 
areal geology but without structure contours, - Thie(o) {SF 
would include also the Pleistocene formations, and Sa eee 

map showing the economie geology and artesian wells, tea 
et On this map the structure cenbotrs would be placed, I See 

ao not lmow just what shape these mans have to be in | aS 
: when they go to the —— I understand that there is ee 

a new edition of the Sparta Quadrang}e which fits the oe 
Tomah, Would it be possible for you to have sae of ae 

: oe these sent to us? eS <a 

If you camot ae erties else, please look ee 
over and returm the manuseript on the stratigraphy of — i eae 
the Pleistocene, leaving the section on geological Soe 

_ history until later. In any event, it will be necessary eae 
ca ' to do abotit two weeks more field work, partly in checks eS ee 

ng up unsatisfactory work done before, and partly in ee 
RE ee getting adcitional data, y a See 

: Yours very truly, oN ee 

= eee : " -, Geologiat 2 

ee Se pe ee
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
HU” WASHINGTON 

Jane 72: L9gk. 

Mr. F. 7. Thwaites, 

University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Thwaites: : 

Quatre 2) 
In your letterSof April o you speak of going into 

the field the latter part of June. I hope you are going 

to continue with this plan so that your final field work 

at Sparta may be done early in the summer. 

You have, undoubtedly, seen the telegram I sent to 

Hotchkiss and you will see a letter I am writing him to- 

day. 

I shall probably not be able to send you my manu- : 

script of the material I am writing myself until it has 

been submitted to the Geological Survey on June 30. What 

I am planning to do is to take the manuscript you sent me, . 

g which is excellent, and rearrange it somewhat, adding new 

sections on phases of physiography which I plan to dia2 

cuss, and inserting Twenhofel's manuscript when that comes. 

As
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As soon as the Geological Survey nas (Sescived it, I shall 

send your copy to you and to Twenhofel for revision and 

shall go on revising my own sections so that we can have 

the whole folio out of the way before the summer is over. 

This will ba geur eipee toni ty to insert any additions or 

corrections based upon your field work this month. 

The reason for the change in date is that the United 

States Geological Survey has plenty of money, provided they 

expend it before July first, and hence they ask us for 

this manuscript on June 20 instead of September 30. ~ 

It has resulted in their offering to raise the ante 

from seven hundred dollars ($700.00) to whatever we think 

we ought to have. I tentatively suggested nine hundred 

dollars ($900.00) in'my telegram to Hotchkiss, but if you 

and Twenhofel do not think that is enough, I think you 

could have still more. 

E an” freatly excited about that phase of the matter 

anyway because there seems to be some doubt that I can 

get any money at all for my share of the work. I shall, 

of course, collect from Suenueeea ce makes the contract, 

for such sums as ne expend} for typing and any rough} 

drafting. 

I hope your mother is well. 

Very sincerely, 

Ra kiarne_s eee



DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

June 21, 1921. 

Prof. F. T. Thwaites, 

Wisconsin Geological & Natural History Survey, 
Madison, Wis. ons 

’ Dear Professor Thwaites: 

In response to your request of June 15: 

Two copies of the new edition of the Sparta topographic 

map are sent you today. 

Very t yours, 

J 
° 

gist in i 

Divfsion of fhology.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
ans ? WASHINGTON 

A June 22, 1921. 

Mr. F. Tf. Thwaites, Geologist, 

Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, 

: Madison, Wisconsin. 

: ; My dear Thwaites: 

I have made very good progress on the manuscript 

of thehBbee? ardet of the Sparta-Tomah folio, and shall 

be able to turn it over to the United States Geological 

Survey before the end of June, if you send me the manu- 

; seript on stratigraphy geological history up to the 

i Fleistécene, which you wrote me on June a/ you had prac- 

tically completed. I shall not attempt to send you the 

‘manuscript which I have been revising and adding to, be- : 

cause there would be no time for you to look it over and 

return it before the end of the month, but I shall send 

you a carbon copy of it as soon as I submit it to the 

Survey, enmé I understand that they will return the orig- 

inal copy to me immediately after July 1, so that you 

and Twenhofel can criticize what—+p,ave—writtes and so ; 

—thet—you-can-see the new material I have inserted and
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the ways I pave modified the manuscript which I had 

previously from you. At that time I shall also go 

about a very complete /t€vision of the whole thing. I 

may say in general that the manuscript you sent to me 

was exceedingly well done, and that I approved your treat- 

ment of practically all the topics, although I differed 

from you in many cases as to the language in which it was 

expressed. 

As an exception to my statement that I shall not 

send you this manuscript until the end of the month, how- 

ever, I am enclosing a copy of my revision of the first 

page. Upon this you will see that I have arranged the 

names of the authors in the order in which I think they 

should appear and that I have added a long footnote giv- 

ing credit to those who have helped us. To this foot- 

note I think you should add the names of the students in 

the summer field course which I omitted. 

If you will send this page back to me with any mod- 

ifeations which you, Twenhofel, and Hotchkiss think should 

be made, and will send me the additional manuscript @ilud- 

ed to in your letter of June 2, I think we shall be quite
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complete on this preliminary text. 

I pave asked the United States Geological Survey 

to send you:'five copies each of the 1919 edition of the 

Sparta quadrangle. and of the edition of the Tomah quad- 

rangle: without the green for forests. You will find 

that these quadrangles fit each other. 

I also enclose a page in your handwriting containing 

a list of corrections in the Tomah quadrangle. I expect 

TEE hots additions to make to this list and that you will 

have a similar list eee for the Sparta quad- 

rangle. These can wait perfectly well until after July 1, 

but early this summer I think you should send me a complete 

set of such corrections for both quadrangles in order that 

we may submit them to the Geological Survey in advance of 

the submission of the final text of the folio. 

With regard to the illustrations, I agree with you 

that we should have: 

(1) a map showing #44 the areal geology, but—without 

-Strecture—conteurs—enéd including the Qieistacene forma - 

tions; _ 

(2) a map showing the economic geology and artesian 

wells with structure contours;
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. (3) the eight illustrations listed on the enclosed 

sheet and e“Binber of additional illustrations which I 

will prepare at my leisure;° 

(4) a small number of very good photographs. 

- Any of these illustrations or photographs which you 

have ready you can send along athe the manuscript you 

sre supplying me, but if certain of them are lacking from 

the preliminary draft, the United States Geological Sur- 

vey will not complain. In this connection, you might 

leave it to me to provide the Index map showing location 

which appears as number 1 in the accompanying list, as I 

shall have to use the new and approved boundaries of the 

physiographic provinces which the Geological Survey is 

now making standard. 

I also suggest that when the final manuscript of the 

folio is submitted, we include a block diagram of the 

whole area, and that you make arrangements: to have Pro- 

(With: Arm inrerk NACA Y Whe Lerche ) 
fessor Lobeck prepare this diagram for mg,it he is will- 

ing to do so. I may also say that I am planning to use 

@ |seotion of the relief map of Wisconsin which accompanied 

Bulletin XXXVI as the illustration showing the escarp- 

ments and terminal moraine, if I can get the Geological
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Survey to reproduce it adequately. 

Reverting to the map showing the areal geology, 

I suggest that unless you have already prepared a new 

pair of sheets for this purpose, you let me submit the 

colored copies of these two sheets which you sent me this 

spring, attaching a note which explains that the distri- 

bution of the Pleistacene forma tions ee, to be added later. 

It will then only be necessery for you to send me two 

more copies of these sheets,colored to show the economic 

: geology, artesian wells,and structure contours. If you 

have these rawr in rough form, it will be quite satis- 

factory to submit them with the preliminary manuscript 

and to supply the final copy later. 

I am sorry that I have had to delay so long in writ- 

ing you about these, mapes I think we are in general 

y agreement about the method of handling most of the prob- 

lems incidental to submitting this preliminary text, and 

it is my understanding that this preliminary text and the 

preliminary set of illustrations will not be examined crit- 

. ically, but will be merely looked over in the United States 

Geological Survey with the idea of criticizing our table 

of contents and returning the manuscript promptly for re-
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vision and resubmission the latter part of the summer, 

I hope this is all agreeable to you. Please tell 

me frankly, however, if there is anything you would pre- 

fer to have handled in some other manner. 

With warm regards, 

Very sincerely yours, 4 

Rowers Marr )



DESCRIPTION OF THE SPARTA AND TOMAH QUADRANGLES 

By F.T. Thwaites, W.H. Twenhofel, and Lawrence Martin.t 

: INTRODUCTION. 

General Relations of the Quadrangles. 

The Sparta and Tomah quadrangles are bounded by parallels of 

43° 45' and 449 067 and by meridians 909 30' and 919 Der, compris- 

ing part or all of townships 15 to 18 North, ranges 1 to 5 West, 

4th principal meridian. Together the quadrangles include one- 

eighth of a "square degree s\n bebo in Gk te of about A : ; 

431 square miles. They are in the west-central part of Wisconsin 

(see fig. 1), in Monroe and La Crosse counties, 12 miles east of 

the Mississippi River. The quadrangles take their names from the 

principal city in each. ; 

{ 1 Surveyed [in cooperation with) the State of Wisconsin during 

the summers of 1908, 1916, and 1917. ‘The authors were assisted in 

the field work at various times by Ralph Wood, Walter, Sehoewe, CM. Kiera 

Bond, ‘ , and F.W. McKay. For data 

presented during field conferences the authors are indebted to 

Dr. E. 0. Ulrich of the U.S. National Museum, Dr. W. 0. Hotchkiss, 
Oa Pe ois 1 Rartarand Storr iste 

State ceologiat (or wruschbin~ audto several geclogietl vie have 

studied this area and whose publications are referred to in the foot- 

notes of this folio. Messrs. Ulrich, Hotchkiss, and Bean, and “ii. 

OcWWheelwright have examined the manuscript of the folio, criti- 

cally, and have made many valuable suggestions. To Dr. Ulrich, espec- 

ially, the authors are indebted for the many features of the type 

section here presented (and for a number of the names of geologic for- 

co ma tions). The text of the folio has been written chiefly by Mr. 

Thwaites.



DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR ‘ 

- UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY : 

WASHINGTON 

June 23, 1921 ; 

Mr. F.T. Thwaites, 
Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr, Thwaites: 

There are inclosed two copies of an agreement 

for the Sparta end Tomah folio. Please execute both 

copies and return to this office immediately in order 

that the transaction may be completed before June 30. 

The text of the manuscript was received 

to-day. 

Very truly yours, 

7% wa Geologiste d 

: 2 Inclosures.
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8 Major Lawrenee Martin, — : ce See 
Roe State War and Navy Bldg, - : ee 

Washington, D.¢, : 

| Deay Mr. Martin: eo = 

: ; z Youre of the 224 came after I had @hipped you the = 
= a er in eases te thé footnote diving : : 

credit to those who helped in field. work, I would sugges : 
leaving out entirely the names of the students and of Mrs ee 

ef ¥. W. MeKay for the reagon that the students' work was al. ; es 
a ehecked by me personally and their notes were not used. a 

MeKay also- did not do enough work to be worthy of Tavkne tea 
his name in the report, Practically all of his work pe 
to be done over agains _ : . i 

“qnibengies 1 be cae gif Sew mig gee noel na ae @ ve prepar a map 0. rengles fae 
showing @li changes 4% euhture. Now the expense of making — os 
these changes will be quite considerable and some of then oe 
require more accurate measurements than I made at the time. ae 

see anfjnitely af" tay are stihing te’uete ta semagen fer ao ey are , ee for pen 
: the feite edition, then I will take a plane table into the cel 

field end make some accurate mape of road relocations ,in—tne ss 
= new eiivesd, If they will not: do this, then there is no ee 

object in my spending the time on it, I do not feel like ee 
sending you the list of corrections until I have been in the Loe 
field again, ‘There are doubtless a great many changes at = = 
Camp Robinson, possibly the war department has a map on file So ee 
of this camp. / : ; Brees 

In regard to the maps I do not feel justified in eee 
Yecommending two complete maps if we are going to put the S a4 
Pleistocene on to the areal geology map. The economic ee 
geology is not of sufficient importance in my opinion to - 2 
warrant a separate map, i think that a note in the ot ee 
will be sufficient, The structure contours are alse ae as 
practically no economic importance and I think san be shom  — Le 
a much more effeetively in a text cut, The artesian 3 ae 

- wells may be shown on the areal geology map without intere : ete 
_ fering with other information, I have dram up a new list eee 

2 ee Soe pale eR ee ee ee
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of illustrations using some photographs, but heve nothing ready ae 
to send along at the présent time. Se 

With regard to the bleck diagram, I had also decided es 
that we must have one. Professor Lobeck is in the East for = 
the entire sumer and will not be in position to touch ary : : 
work of this kind for a yew tone time, Mr. G He Smith, —- ee 
ete eat ee ar nate Sumer school, turned out an es 
exeellent of part of the new Kendal Quadrangle and a 

I have been suggesting that he ay his hand om this more <e 
ambitious project. If successful, 1 wild pay him out of the a ee 
$2900.00, : : : a 

I cannot agree to using any portion of the relief ~_ ag 
map of Wisconsin in the Sparta and Tomah Quadrangles, unless ee 

- it is cut off at their no poundazy. Nerth ef that 4% os 
: is so inaccurate that I sould @ to ite pavssestien at 

: this time, I would much rether make a new neg from the i 
topographic information new at hand, — nae 

ae 1 stink $6 wild be aif sight for you te mibass the a 
two areal geology et tee you new have with notes saying | Soo 
that they will be ied te, show other information. I. : aes 
have nothing here whieh I canjepere te submit, I have en. a 
Cet See ee Toke : Bee 

; 8 work we will pay for owt of the a ae : 2 

* & regret that I have not more of, illustrations made -. 3 
to send Wee 5 BOYS Sanh Bee Mt Ser OSHS BA ee 5 

= ert in illustrating my report on last summer's and me 
= Z t& will take some two or three weeks to cet new ones. Most se 

ef the et which I seleeted were used in Mr. Smith's 
: thesis and I th ae Sere oe eee ee ee for. a ; 

; ~ 7h Se Tt eee wever, I will tay to get- some —_ 
: ene with a plate camera take some and believe that you a3 

heave notes on the places that are to be taken, : es 

; I trust my criticisms will be satisfactory to yous as 
ES I am rather eee on aecount of uncertainty ef what aig 

sort of material be allowed to go through for a folic, = 
: I presume we will know this as soon as the manuscript is ts : 

returned, ae 

; I tured over yet maps to Mx, Flick for storage = 
about two days ago. I still have, however, a large photo. ps 
graph of the Columbia Glacier which used to be in your housé. eo 
This is new hanging in the museum. If you wish this stered, : 
please let me know and I will loek after it, : = 

Yours very truly, : 2 

PIT.K = Geolegist ey
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: 1 DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
y aS : WASHINGTON 

June 29, 1921. 

My dear Fred: 

: I am sending you, under separate cover by 

registered mail, a package containing the pre- 

liminary manuscript of the Sparta-Tomah Folio, 

which I turned over to the United States Geological i 

Survey yesterday. last Saturday Mr. David White 

handed me the manuscript which you had sent direct- 

ly to him and asked that I annotate or add to it 

in any ways I thought desirable. 

Accordingly, I compared it with the copies 

of the same papers which you had previously sent 

me and transferred all the corrections. I then 

substituted the new draft which I had prepared 

during the last two weeks and this is the manuscript 

I turned over to the Geological Survey yesterday. 

The copy I am sending you is exactly like it except 

that there are no illustrations. 

Mr. Paige 
Mr. F. Tf. Thwaites, Geologist, 

Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, 
Madison, Wisconsin. a
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Mr. Paige expressed himself as being exceeding- 

ly well satisfied with the form in which the manuscript 

was presented and said that he would approve a voucher 

immediately for payment to you. He will also return 

the manuscript and illustrations to me on or shortly 

: after July lst. : 

When you read over this manuscript you are 

going to be greatly shocked}! I warn you that you had 

: better get in bed before you open the package and 

provide yourself with a large quantity of smelling 

salts. The reason for this prediction is that I 

have taken great liberties with your text. First 

of all I added such short sections as Previous 

Studies (pages 5-7), Climate and Vegetation (pages 

15-16), as well as a great‘\dn physiography. 

Here and there I also added references to 

literature which I thought you would want to include. 

For example, you said nothing about the data ofl re 

Cambrian presented in Volume IV of the "Geology of 

Wisconsin.” You said nothing about the observations 

of



of Chamberlain on the gravels 62 Devil's Lake in 

1874, or about the description of the Rockville 

Conglomerate by McGee in 1879 and i891, or about 

the summary of knowledge regarding these gravels 

which Alden published in 1918. : 

There were some awful sentences in your first 

draft. For example, on pages 89 - 90 is a sentence 

with 85 words ,and ,after getting all out of breath 

and falling in a faint I revived slightly and broke 

it up into a number of short clauses. No doubt I i 

have written some equally awful sentences in the 

new material. 

In a good many places the manscript was not 

in proper form for a folio of the United States 

Geological Survey. One of the many illustrations 

is on page 108 where I added the headings ‘Paleozoic 

Bra’ and ‘Cambrian Period’. 

I caught you on quite a good many inaccuracies. 

For
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For example, on page 85 I changed the date of the 

publication from 1903 to 1892. Again on page 152 

I changed the localities of the two power plants 

: from La Crosse to Sperta. 

I regard all of these as matters which you 

and Professor Twenhofel would naturally have caught 

if you had not hed to hurry so in submitting this 

manuscript. I have no doubt that you will find 

similar slips of mine in the new pages I have 

added. 

As to the statement in one of your letters 

that some of your colleagues think we have gone 

too deeply into theorectical questions such as 

conditions of origin of the sediments and the 

question of the existence of pjenepleins, I do 

; not agree,and I think we can leave this matter to 

the Geological Survey for decision. I have felt 

on the whole that your treatment of the work of 

Trowbridge was fair and dispassionate, and z 

congratulate you upon a very pahfective discussion 

of that
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of that particular problem. I shall go over it 

agein with great care after the manuscript comes 

back from the Geological Survey and shall probably 

add some sentences here and there in the interest 

of politeness and force. 

I think that you ought to congratulate your- 

self that you have done an exceedingly good piece 

of work. Your discussion of Economic Geology, for 

example, is very good indeed and so is what you 

and Twenhofel have written about the Paleozoic 

ste 

There remains only the question as to whether 

separate sections of this folio should appear under 

the general authorship on the first page or whether 

separate sections shall be marked as having been 

written by one or two of us separately. I am Gn 

the whole inclined to let the whole thing stand 

as a publication by all three of us without a 

sub-division of authorship. It appears to me that 

this is extremely desirable, particularly as I do 

not
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not see where it is possible to draw the line between 

your contribution and the contribution of Twenhofel 

on stratigraphy and geologic history. I received an 

impression from Messrs. David White and Paige that 

they rather eraderces a single statement of author- 

Ship ,but if either or both of you,or Mr. Hotchkiss, 

ead os if the authorship ought to be divided, I 

shall not insist on my point of view. 

In this connection I want to bring up another 

matter. I notice on =e you and Twenhofel 

intend publishing a paper on irae ee Formetiong. 

If this were only to be an abstract of the paper 

presented before the Geoptfonical Society of America, 

I should see no objection, but if you contemplate 

publishing a full description of the problems pre- 

sented by these upland gravels, I should like to 

participate in the authorship of the paper. After 

all, it was you and I who discovered thelfocarity 

of the consolidated "sortion within the two cuad- 

rangles , and, as I remember it, we did so before * 

Twenhofel joined us in the field. Moreover, you 

and 

aK ieee es patenia | Jee SC Mares Bey)
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and I together made a good many of the original 

discoveries and studies of the other localities 

where the quertap and chert pebbles occur,and I 

think that all three of us are in general accord 

regarding the interpretation of the problem. 

Please let me mow frankly what you and Twenhofel 

feel about this matter. 

I take this occasion to congratulate you upon 

the completion of an exceedingly creditable piece 

of geoxppbical work, You,personally, have done 

much more,both in the field and in the office,than 

either of the other two of us,and it is for this 

reason that I feel you should be the senior author 

of the folio. 

Sincerely yours,
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2 : duly 2, 1921. ae 

S 5 . 

ss Majer Lawrenoe Martin,’ ~ ‘ . ae 
State War & Navy Bldg., ~ ; x ; vie 

. . Washingéon, D.C, ‘ea eee 

Dear Mr. Martin: ioe ; ee 

_, our letter of June 29 and the manuseript ee 
arrived today and I em answering at once without os 2 se 
yet having gone over the mamuseript in detail. With ze 
regard te ane peneil note, I have never seen a scopy ae 
of the De: Quadrangle on the sodle of 1 = 4800, You 

A had once a photolithegraphed copy, but I think that : 
was & emailer seale than this, -Anyway 1 gould not 
Find 44, : ee Lee 

I was noé greatly shocked by finding what Ree ; 
meee you had made. I knew that certain cube SS 
jects hed been omitted entirely, I first started to 6 ee 
write without using any foot notes whatever, this being - : 

) the custom in many of the folios, Later I began to ae 
: put them in, but never finished the job. i would like _ ae 

to suggest hat you get a copy of the eet on 3 
Sugeestions to Authors which is furni “py the Geological ; 
Survey, so that we san get all foot notes, ete. in the 5 
proper forms, : = 

eet ee aos ee = 
: Rockville conglomerate is not part of the Windrow Foruae * Sea 

tion, I was there in 1929 and it did not take me long Se 
to come to that conclusion, 1 alse oudtted the reference Be 
to particular localities outside of this district as these 
are taken up elsewhere, I quite recognized that there — . Se 
were many inacouracies, such as the confusion of the name ae 
of the town and the name of the river at Sparta, ‘The eS 

_ treatment of the peneplain question is the one on which ae = 
Twenhofel disagreed,most wieleabigy He is vory thick is : 
with Trowbridge as they are working on problems in . oe 
rel henee his solicitude., In conversation LS a 

Trowbridge @ the statement to me that the uplands : : 
below Castle Rock are contimious with the top of Grand ae es 
Dad Bluff ot La Crossé, I flatly denied this and he had ae 

: to back down, We must be very careful to state specifically — ee
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some of these matters, so that there will be no chance of 
misunderstanding about the facts. g 

Z did not te any of the portion about the Z : 
. Paleozoic. This is Twenhofel's work, but I think § 

; that your suggestion to-put the whole thing down as done 
by the three authors will be entirely satisfactory, a fe 

' With vegard to the paper on the Wikdrow 
Formation. This was written in 1919 without any thought 

|  f Slighting your work. You at that time were apparently ee 
/ pemanentiy out of this sort of business. Most of the : cae 

| work in the field was done ~~ me, ‘I visited Lowa twice 
| and have traveled semething like 2,000 miles in the study : 

| - @f this formation. We, therefore, did not feel like | 
| holding up the matter until the folio was done, as we 

/ Saw no chance of getting you to work on it, not to do 
| any more field work. ‘The work roe did at Windrow Bluff 

| and Devils Lake has been ackno edged in the paper. Ail 
that Twenhofel did was te examine fossils and work on ry 
some of the sapere on the theoretical questions. He also 

\ introduced it before the Geological Society. Twenkofel 
: . ds now away, but if you wish, I will try to have the: . 

\ Slee meen me Sees Sf 2 oer SS See. Z do not even : : 
x w the name of the man whe is responsible for it at 

the present stage. : 

i . I follow with a few suggestions I have noted - 
in working over the manuseript. The table of rain fall 

: is the first i Are you going to make this or shall 
I? I can do it all right. i 

: - I think that 4% should be stated that not all | \ 
of the Pleistocene formations are show en the map. _ : 2 

= With regard to the seation militex dose ae 
cs I trust that you are going to do ma I aurea have ue 

not the data at ineseet on it to construct such a map : age 
: as you have outlined. If it has bo be done in the field, 2 

‘then I would like to know very shortly and make arranges 
ments accordingly. : ; : 

e With regard to the terraces of the Mississippi, p 
I fail to see the necessity of putting much space into 
their Konner lp shete They oa effeet the 
location of terraces within the | es, I found 
that the terreges in each of the valleys oh enter the 

: Mississippi are different and that this difference is 
vay sarethy due to the presence of — at 

fferent places at different elevations, It is probable : 
that some of the terracés of the Mississippi valley ave 
affected by rock ledges, such as those at Rock Island. I : 

- . Would thérefore suggest that this material be condensed, 
although, of course, it is interesting. - a >
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Be = LM... 23 : 

7 With regard to the age of Glacial Lake Wisconsin, 
. . 2 note a tendeney to confuse the gravel terraces at Tomah : 

: with ee Apemst net in oo —_,, These tits ee 
 antedate Lake ¢1) @. geen res upon them. 

2 at points outside a aia benveke are also ‘found fer 
out in the central plain near Valley Junction in such cone 

Sa ditions as to show that they had been deeply eroded long : 
before the time of the Glacial Lake Wisconsin to which 
we commonly refer, If there was a Glacial Lake Wisconsin 

: at the time of these terraces, we have no record of it. 

So I do not feel that we are in a position to map 
all the spr ines. interesting as that would be. I have 
records wever I worked, but a portion of the area : 
covered by Twenhofel was not mapped in as much detail. 1 

: ean dig some of this out of his notes, but he kept no 
: waeteets whatever as we did; hence it would be very : 

icult. . 7 

aS In regard to the relie? map, I would suggest woe 
@ black diagrem er a een ters for the large sized : 

-— showing the Pere. eof the area. As I noted 
before, the model ef Wisconsin is toe inaccurate to be 
useful, It was made before we had resognized the 

3 dotible character of the escarpment and before we had any 
data on the hills near Millston. We now have fairly : 

: complete information on these Pe sens I em txying te get 
Pe Mr. Smith to work on & bleek diagram of the entire area, . 

but he has not started. 

nies ZI havé Mise Whitbeek at work checking notes and 
: working on maps, 60 that we ought to be able to make | : 

pretty good progress. ee Z 

‘ ‘With megass to the cut of peyeies and fossils = 
from the Windrow formation, we have better specimens here : : 

: than Shipton. We had better omit the section of the 
well at Cashton since we have so many illustrations and _ 
it is outside of the area. Could you see Dr. Uirich : 

7 about the possibility of using some of his photographs of 
: fospils, They need not necess: be of specimens from - 

; _ Within the avea, I wonder if would be viasane 30 
add to Iwenhofel's list of fob&ils. I would got like to 
ask him to do ee would hold up the folio, 

= but I mow that 4% will go through his hands and thet a — 
fuss will be raised about the incorrectness of some es 2 
of these lists, 

Another matter which I noted is that the intro. 
: duction to the section on geography needs some revision. 

it will also be necessary to have a wpa” showing the locae 
tion of the large mnwaber of places outside the area which 

: are mentioned, I think it would be a good thing to cheek 
up and see that every geographical name mentioned is shown &
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ea on some map, also to see that obscure locations are indicated 
ee with reference to some more prominent locality; for instance 

: when we mention @ small place like Middle Ridge, I think 
= we ought to say that it is in the southern part of the . 

eos Sparta Quadrangle el something like thet. — 

I note that you added a seetion shout the crowing 
: of ginseng. This was a very prominent ey ee we 

é were there in 1916, ° In 1920 the mage gardens been 
: ue dismantled, so that our notice ought te’ be placed 

nm the past tense. ss 

S ‘hese are all the cowrections I have noted up to 
: date, but I will make notes on the manuscript and return 
gi Soe [Ok SURETY OE OF Mink Se VER PERERS SENET RE EOS 

ment about some = these points. 

— i hope te go, into the field duping the first and 
second weeks of July ee ae ta postpone it until - < 

: after the middle of the month, As our appropriation bill 
has failed for the.work which I was going to have done, it 

ESA is prebable that I will have tha entre sumer 39 Work on : 
; this problem. ; . : 

: : aN Yours very truly, 

S pa Geologist 
‘ = : v « y ¥ =
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 3 
Kallis, y WASHINGTON : : 

July 9, 1921. , 

My dear Fred: 

I was glad to learn from your letter of July 

2 that you were not more greatly shocked by my mal- pe 

treatment of your manuscript. a 

I have already asked the Geological Survey to 5 

send you their pamphlets containing Suggestions to a 

authors and Wirections for the preparationd of il- a 

lustrations. 3 

If you will prepare the table on rainfall, 4 

etc., I shall be greatly obliged. I am writing a : 

short discussion “ military geology which I shall a 

submit for your criticism. I hope to make it short 

and to have the legend of the accompanying map very | 

complete. 

I will ask Ulrich for photographs of 

fossils. Regarding the Windrow formationf, I still é 

feel that I should like to be one of the authors i ; 

of 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, Geologist, 4 
Wisconsin Geological Survey, 

Madison, Wisconsin. i
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of this separate paper if it is not too late. Why 

don't you write to Hovey, inquiring just what the 

status of this publication is) and would it not be a : 

good idea to send me a copy of your nanuseript for Cie 

the galley proof? I really feel that I did as much 

on that problem as Twenhofel. If you were going to 

publish this paper alone 1 should not think of raising 

this question. 

You will be interested to kmow that after 

Paige had read the manuscript submitted to him on 

June 28, he told me on July 1,when I asked him whether 

this manuscript contained too much discussion of 

the origin of sediments or too much on the question 

of possible peneplains,that the U. S. Geological Survey 

wants ideas in its folios and that he personally did 

not regard the discussion of these topics as too long 

' or out of place. He also said that he was strong for 

the inclusion at alert discussion of military geology 

of the soho. I promised that we would return 

the
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the revised manuscript to him on October 1 with ‘ 

the illustrations complete. 

I hope all this meets with your approval. 

With warm regards, 

: Very sincerely yours,



: : ‘July 14, 1921. ee Zz 

Major Lawrence Martin, ' 5 3 2 
State War & Navy Bldg., = 
Washington, DiC, ae ex 3 

2 -  « - Deer lie, Martin: eS 

See Your letter’of July 9 in at hand. I will make eae 
eS the table of rainfall, ete. I oe to note thet you s 

are going to do the peste on tery geology as I. ee 
‘ would not feel competent to do it without some instruction. 

: i aw writing Twenhofel regarding the paper on the Windrow 
Foxmmation as I am not a member of the society and have no oe 
Fight to ask any favors of then. I have no oeny availoble 
of the eeeeresee® 82 I cut up the only one and incorporated __ 
ae of it in folio manuseript. That-is what accounts ee 

< or the omission of mention of many of the occurrences oute © : 
Bide of the Se i also omitted the list of oe 
fobhils as they d make the report too longs. 

I will say again that at the time we wrote this 
paper it seemed to be impossible to get yes to de any work ; 
on it and it was still an open question whether you would 
be able to do ame ans en the ommpneseee of the folio. ee 
We thought it was advisable to publish on some of these ~— se 
special tepies in advance of the folie <etouee eo. ms : 
that reference could be made to fuller discussions Gise. : 

: where. I spent last swmer on o study of the terrace = 
; gravels and would have published a report, but for the . see 

fact that Paul MeClintoek is os on the some: question ae 
end I understand “is prepared, %o lish on it very shortly. oe 

. AS my views differ fron eee ee : 

: : Yours very truly, g 

PITM Geologist Nes
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_. Mts We He Twenhofel, . vee eS ~ 
Crow indian Ageney, / : a 

; Montana, See eo es 

= Dear lr, ‘Iwenhof el: ; ee | 

: : i am making fair progress on the folio and have a - 
several letters from Martin as well as a copy of his revised 

=< mauurerte’ He is making a fuss about the article on the 2 
Vindsew Formation and thinks shat he should have bean inc : ee 

; : viuded as one of the ‘authors. He wished. me to take the matter 5 
up with yous i feel, however, that he has no just cause for Se 
complaint inasmuch as nine tenths’ of the work has been done. =e 
sinee he left the state ané until the last few months it Fey 
has been  ryrgres to get him to do any work on this problem. eo! 

a i am not @ to teke any action on the matter ae I am not ee 
a member of the Geological Society, but will leave the matter aS 
to you entirely, I have not talked over the matter with ir, 
Hotchkiss as he has been away, and Mr. Bean takes the same oe 
stand as I doy Put : — eS 

< os ee : 3 Yours very truly, - 

> | Geoledst 2 ‘
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5; E August 3, 1921, : 

é 3 : 

' Major Lawrence Martin, : : : : 
Room 381, : j 2a 

: State War and Navy Bldg., 
Washington, D.C, g : leg = ; 

Dear Mr, Martins : ee Ss 

In looking over my files of stuff that have been ae 
packed away, i find that 1 have a copy of the article on _ ae 

els the Windrow Formation which was sent to the Geological = 
_. Society. I had — this had been sent back with - 

3 -the progf, but was mistaken. i have had a letter from : ae 
- Twenhofei saying that he will hold up the article if you - ane 
insist on it. I wish to assure you" that we do mot intend eae ~ 
a discourtesy in going ahéad with this and leaving you eee 
out. At the time we did it, 1% seemed impossible to get : 
you to do anything on it and rather than hold it up ine. ee 
definitely, we went ahead. Were you not at the Boston age 

: meeting when the abstract of the article was presented, 
Christmas 1919? ‘Twenhofel thinks that you were there. : : 
The work which I have dome especially for this comprised ae 

: an expedition te Iowa in 1919 to Rockville and Waukon, a ohne 
second expedition in 1920 to Mitchell County anc Guthrie : 

: County, a total of 1100 miles, aise considerable exploration : 
. din Trempealeau and Buffalo counties as well as ¢lsewhere,. : 

“sd, «therefore, feel that the work done since your departure ee ee 
2 from this state is a great deal greater than what was cease 

: accomplished before. "Seas 

: I have virtually completed the preliminary work ies 
: on the geological maps, but cannot finish until after I ; oe 

return from the field which may not be until September, eo. 
_i have not done any work on the manuscript further than 59 
when I wrote you last. i hope to have Dr. Ulrich go with : as 
me in the field for a day or so and settle the question as <a 

‘ to whether or not the Bau Cleire eceurs in the bottoms of the. : ae 
valleys. Shales of Eau Claire age outcrop enly a few miles . ae 
to the west and I am rather inclined te think that the ae 
Dresbach is only sbout 80' thick throughout the entire district. See
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This will necessitate considerable additional work when I z 
return from the field. I have had all the drawings completed 
with the exception of the one showing the variations of climate. 
After talking with Mr. Miller, I find that it will be necessary Se 
for him to get some of the data forme. If you can get this eae 
more readily in Washington,then perhaps it would be best for = ai 
you to do this. 

\ 

I’have received the $800.00, if you have any bills a 
: which should be paid out of this for typewriting or drafting, = 

please send them to me and I will take care of them. After : 
all charges of this nature are met, I will divide the remaining 

“{ sum into three equal parts to be divided between the three é 
é authors unless some other arrangement is desired by you. I = 

. have not paid any attention to any agreement which may have 
been reached by Twenhofel and you.in 1917 as that was under t 
a different contract. I believe that this arrangement is 
satisfactory to Twenhofel and I am writing him to that effect. 

S It is possible that i have to pay the expenses 
of a trip to the field out of the $900.00, if so, I shall 
only charge actual paid out expenses with nothing for my ~ 
Salary or for depreciation of the car. I hope, however, that 
the State Survey will be able to pay for this work which I Be 
estimate will cost with salary included about $200.00. ; as 

‘I have stbmitted the manuscript at present to Dr. ; 
Ulrich who is here, but have not heard from him on it. I ; 
also submitted it to Dr. Leith who seemed very much pleased = 
with it. s : 

‘ 3 Yours very @ruly, j 4 

PIT.M te ; Geologist -
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August 3, 1921, 

 Miy..W. H. Twenhofel, i 
Crow Agency, Montana, ; : : : 

. Dear Mr. Twenhofel: s : : $ os 

— Your letter of the 25th is at hand, I have not : 
se taken any action in the matter of the articke on the Windrow ; ee: 

Formation, comer? to talk it over with Bean and Hotchkiss, 
Their judgnéent is that we are all right in going ahead with 

. it. I will, however, see if we have nota manuscript which 
at ~ © we eam send to Martin, As I remember it, he 444 some \ eee 
& reading on this ay tote in the winter of 191621917; but 

: Se otherwise I should judge that we have done at least twenty = 
eo Fe times as much work as he did, I 

I understand that according to our conversation it | : 
is agreeable to have me pay what é@xpense is necessary cut 
of the $900.00 and then divide the remainder into three : : 
equal parts, I de not intend to recognize any previous : 

* agevement which may have been reached et the time a contract Ls 
was draw with Martin as I havd nothing to do with this- 

q agreement. : , 5 

: I have not been able to learn of any second hand ae 
typewriter though I tried to get one that I knew of. | pe - 

. Yours very truly, : : ue 

PITaM \ Geologist 3 

or P.S. Your letter of July 31 just received. I was under 
| the impression that I had told you thet I was making the con. 

tract as the matter had to be hurried through before July 1, 
and it was impossible to reach you before that time. I have 3 : 
the $900.00 in the bank. I trust this is satisfactory. ”
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ee August 5, 1921. a 

Mr, R, Cc Lente, : | Ze 
, Mayville, Wisconsin. : é 

‘ Dear Mz. Lents: os 

If you hove no other work for the rest of ae 

= : ‘the summer, I would be glad if you would let me know : x 

: as I will need an assistant for about two weeks. The ; - 

pay would not be very much, but I thought possibly you : 
might be interested. ,1 eould oniy pay shout 0 “2 

= for the two weeks work, which would be in the Sparta 2s 

: region and possibly some in the north. Ss 

. — Please let me know 28 scon as possible as = 

I must get out suse the field next week. : : ao 

= _ Youre very truly, Soy 

a Geologist a
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September 21, 1921. 

Dr, E. O. Ulrich, ; 
New National Museun, 
Washington, D.C, oe 

Dear Dr. Ulrich; { ‘ ; * 

, 4 completed the field work at Sparta, but I am a 
sorry to report that I did not see my way Clear to i 
getting over to Osceola, The distances are so great x 
that when I was paying my own expenses, I could not 
make it, ae 

f With regard to the division between the Eau 
Claire and the Dresbach in the Sparta region, I had 

: ‘tentatively decided on drawing the boundary 350 feet ; 
below the Franconia, but this would make the outcrop , 
at West Salem lie very close to the top of the Hau Claire. ee 

: If your study shows that this is not the case and that ; 
it lies some distance in the Dau Claire, the only other 

, horizon which I could suggest is a ferruginous forma- ry 
tion approximately 100 feet below the Franconia, I 

: : would like very much to get your judgment as to which ai 
: of these lines is the correct one, as I wish to finish pee 

: the maps at an early date, . i 

While in Sparta, I secured samples of a deep om 
hole which started 200 feet below the Franconia and exe 
tended 220 feet deeper, This hole showed scarcely a : 
trace of shale, but simply fine grained.sandstones with Aas 
traces of clay, These occurred at approximately 250 a : 
feet below the Franconia and again near the bottom of : 
the hole. It was quite clear, therefore, that the shales 
are relatively local in extent and that no very great tees 

. confidence can be placed in them, 5 : 

: I have just secured another set of samples — : 
from a deep well near Racine and I am making blue ( 
prints of several other records which I will send oe 

a you when they are done. ; : Le 5p 

: Yours very truly, ; See: 

FIT Geologist — ee 
; ; a A ah ee pe



September 21, 1921, s 

Mujor Lawrence Martin, Le . 
Room 481, : 
State War & Navy Bldg., 
Washington, ».C. ; = 

; _ Dear Mr, Martin: ; : sie 

. | Tam writing you as I have not heard anything o 
‘about the folio for a long time. I put in six strenuous : 
days at Sparta and cleaned up the field work as far as ag 

: is reasonable to expect. Of course one could go on finding ee 
terrace gravels beneath the covering of loess as long as ; 

: he cared to dig or drill holes, but I wish anyone joy who 
attempts this. I will have completed the maps in a few . , 
days and all of the illustrations will be in shape exe . : 

a cepting the block diagrams and the geological map of. the 
surrounding country. I have Mr. Smith working on a block Ee 
diagram of the ae ee but I am not very well satis~ ae 
fied with it, ow that Mr, Lobeck is back, I may negotiate. ; 
with him for one, if not both of the block diagrams, I - ae 
have some more photographs and think we now have a satis i 
factory set of views, On the whole I favor drawings and : as 
diagrams rather than the landscapes and was, therefore, in- : 
clined to cut the latter to a minimum, Please iet me know ; 
just what you have done, what illustrations you plan, and 
something about when we will have the final manuseript eo 

- - peady to revise, ; ‘ ee 

Dr. Ulrich tells me that we must call all the le 
strata below level about 100' lower than the wormstone cae 
the Kau Claire formation. I must take this matter up | : 
with him more fully before I complete the maps. Ae 

Trusting to hear from you as to your progress, ie 
I am 

nae 

Yours very truly, ee 

. ‘ < e 

- PrT-Ml Geologist a 

: ; mn AS fe ieee s a SS aac tiled : te



DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

September 29, 1921. 

Mr. F. Tt. Thwaites, 

Science Hall, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

Yours of the 21st duly to hand, his is the first 
opportuity I have had to look up the information required in the 
matter of the position of the Salem outcrops in the Eau Claire 
formation. I had som of the material from Salem prepared and 
find three zones of the formation represented in the collectims. 
fhe top one at the bridge and mill proves to have distinctly Upper 
Eau Claire fama, so that we mst assume that the beds there i 
exposed are pretty near the top of the Eau Claire. This conclusim 
thus falls in line with your intentim of drawing the boundary ; 

between the Dresbach and the Eau Claire at about 250 feet below the 

Franconia. 

As to the informtion now brought out by the new well in 

Sparta, which shows but little shale in any part of the Eau Claire 
equivalent, I take it to be in line with the facts usually found in 
relation to this matter. In other words the Eau Claire shows less 
and less of shale in its compositim as we proceed eastward from the 
western outcrops of the formatim, the area under Sparta approximting 
in character the conditions prevailing at Black River Falls and farther 
east where the Eau Claire is represented by thin bedded sandstone with 

very few and thin clay beds. 

I am sorry that circumstances prevented you from making a 
trip to Osceola, as any further informtion tending to remove the 
present difficulties in that area would have been welcomed. Of course, 

your reasons for not making the trip are quite sufficient for not having 
done so. 

Sincerely yours, 

Co Picea.



{ y DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

Na October 5, 1921. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 

Wisconsin Geological Survey, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Thwaites; 

I write to acknowledge with thanks and congratula- 

lations your excellent paper on the Windgrow formation. 

I am sorry that I bothered you about it at a time when 

it was in the process of publication and quite under- 

stand your reason for treating the authorship in the way 

Which you have. Please consider the matter as entirely 

settled. 

I am glad to get your letter and know that you were 

able to finish up the field work in the Sparta area. i. 

suppose you will find it more satisfactory to have the : 

block diagram drawn by Professor Lobeck. 

I have not been able to do very much on the manu- 

script of the folio, put I am trying now to finish it 

up in order that it may be transmitted for editing as 

soon as you and Twenhofel are through with your parts.



= 2.4 

Work inthe State Department is exceedingly strenuous 

just now and I have been in bad and increasingly worse 

health all summer, so that I have been unable to work 

at all in the evenings. I planned to do quite a good 

deal on the manuscript of the folio during the month 

I was in Williamstown, but the course of study I gave 

and the voluntary job of editing the lectures of my 

Hungarian friend, Count Teleki, occupied nearly all of 

my time. 

In the near future, I shall send you some bills 

for stenographic help in the copying of the manuscript 

of the folio which I hope you will be willing to pay 

: out of the editorial fund. I am not sure yet whether 

my government relations will let me take any money for 

myself, but I am trying to find out and, in any event, 

shall be glad to be reimbursed for expenses for type- 

writing and postage. 

Very sincerely yours,



DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

October 6, 1921. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 

Geological and Natural History Survey, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites; 

In reply to your letter of September 30 to ir. 
White, who is at present out of the city: * : 

So far as appears from the records, the material ’ 

for the Sparta-Tomah Folio was due June 30 and was technically 
delivered on that date. In the absence of Mr. White I am unable 

to find any additional agreement regarding the time of the de- 
livery of the revised manuscript. 

I thank you for the blue print giving record of 

3 the deep well at Wamsutter,Wyoming, which has been noted by the 
geologists interested in this section and filed. We shall be 

pleased to learn whether the record represents the samples as 

determined by you or whether it is the driller's record. 

Very truly yours, 

ys ve Ge 

: : Acting Chief Geologist.



October 7, 1921. 

Mr, Sidney Paige, z 
United States Geological Survey, 
Washington, D.Ge : : 

Dear Sir: : : 

I wish to inquire regarding the status of the Sparta. 
Tomah Folio of Wisconsin for which I have been paid, but have not 
yet finished the work, This folio is being written in conjunction : 
with Professors Twenhofel and Martin. The latter was in charge 
of the Washington end of the work, but I have heard nothing from 
him since August and have been unable to get replies to letters, 

In one of Mr, Martin's letters he said he promised 
you that the work would be all done on @ctober 1, I have in my 
possession a copy of his preliminary manuseript, but if the 
original of the menuscript was returned to him as he said it would 

be, I have not seen it, I have completed the geological maps 
but without colors, Please advise me if it is advisable to 
color the maps. I have not done so because I was under the im. 
pression it might be necessary to ee some of them photos 3 
graghicelivs if, however, the transfers are made by drafting, 
then I will célor then. 

x have prepared my portion of the zine cut illustra. 
; tions in pretty good shape and have left the lettering in 

pencil with the idea that possibly they could be used without 
i red ra  Oe if, however, this cannot be done and you insist - 

Z on redrafting everything, I will put in the hettering in ink, 

I am preparing two block diagrams, one detailed, the 
other one of the entire region, I thought that the latter 
might look better if done asa shaded map looking like a 
pho segrepn of a relief model, but we have no one here who can 
do that kind of work, Would the Survey be willing to undertake : 
the making of such a drawing from the rough one which I have ; 

: prepared?,. ’ ; 

Mr. ‘Martin stated that he was going to prepare more 
: illustrations, but I have seen nothing of them. :



S.Pecwte : - =: 

With regard to photographic illustrations, do you 
desire the negatives or should I send positive prints. I 
thought possibly you could use contrast prints which would 

. be better for half~tones than those which we have, but if 
you do not use prints of this character, I will send those 
which I have. 

: As I am to be the senior author aiid the contract was 
in my name, I would like to have an opportunity of examining 
all of the material before it is finally accepted in order 
to secure uniformity. 

I will very greatly appreciate any advice on 
these points, but had nothing to do with the promise of 
October 1. I think, however, that I can have everything | 
done by the end of this month, : 

: Yours very truly, 

PITM Geologist as
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ete October 10, 1921, : 

Major Lawrence Martin, - . 
Room 381, S : 
State War and Navy Building, 
Washington, D. C, : 

_ Dear Mr. Martine 

Yours of October 5 is at hand, I am sorry to hear 
that your he&lth has been no better, for I had heard that you 
were all right agains Mr, Twenhofel and I are virtually Fm 
with our parts, especially as mine is not very clearly separated 
from yours, I have some new data on the old terrace gravels to 
add and have suggested some cutting of extraneous matter which se . 
does not relate specifically to the area in question. I parti. 
Cularly refer to the discussion of the terraces of the Mississippi —~ 

‘River, My work has shown that these have a very indirect ine 
: fluence on the terraces of the Sparta Quadrangle. The latter 

are controlled entirely by the rock ledges at West Salem and 
Angele. I did not know until this season that the rock crosses 

s : the réver at the latter point. I, therefore, do not think that 
: very much space should be given to the subject of terraces, / 

I have fixed up the diserimination of the Bau Claire 
with Dr. Ulrich and we are all agreed ‘to plate ite upper : 
boundary 260 feet below the Franconia, which makes just one 
small outerép at Angelo. Mr, Twemhofel, however, desires to 
call the Hau Claire simply a member of the Dresbach formation, . 
This matter remains still to be adjusted. : 3 

. i will be glad to pay the bills for typewriting. I 
would like to have your manuscript and illustrations submitted 
to us 80 that we can have the entire material together and 
secure wear ope Wye If you wish to see our illustrations, I : 
have virtually all of them done and can forward then to you. 
i could retain blue prints and would then not have to have 2 
them sent back again. However, I am holding them until I 
hear definitely in what form this material should be submitted. 
We will arrange about the division of the funds later and 
doubtless reach some satisfactory agreement. 5 / 

Yours very truly, ‘ 

FITM -. 5s Geologist :



DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON. 

October 28, 1921. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, Geologist, 
Geological and Natural History Survey, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites: 

In reply to your letter of October 7: 

Mr. Martin informs me that shortly he will send to you 
a revised carbon copy of the manuscript now in your hands. 

Regarding your geologic maps, if you will send them to 

this office I will see that they are photographed and that copies 
are returned to you for coloring, as colored maps are necessary for 
the work. ; 

We will attend to the lettering on the zinc cut illustra- 
tions if you will send the same here. 

The drawings of the block diagrams can be sent here in the 
rough and finished drawings will be made. 

Good prints for photographic illustrations should be all 
: that are needed. If they are too imperfect to use we will inform 

you. 

If there is anything further that I can do in this matter 
; please advise me. = 

Very truly = 3 

— Charg 
Division ef Geology
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Nevenber 14 Teal “W475i 

H,B,Aldrieh Eeq Pa ae 

' niversity ef Wisconsin oo ies ae — 

oo Madisen Wise oC ce 4 

| My Dear Nr Aldrich: : a : 

: Your letter ef Octeber I9 last reesived and I want Ss : 

te thank yeu fer yeur veryfull eigisciuk gauses that predué a ae 

the samples sent you. I am sending another and diferent spepinen,a a Ps : 

intended te get still énether te send » but weather preventeds a 

I will say te start with , that I grew to manhood in aew settlexens ae : 

: im Michigan where Olegies ,and Universities were unknown, and net | 

untill seme 40 years age did I become interested in such matters: & = = 

3 I am almest seventy seven now and if I get any where along these la SS 

lines I will have te ask a great many questions. Hepe I will net s og 

: tire you. - : ees . 

This vicinity is rick in Geelegical depesits and te begin with Pe S a 

“es +611 you seme of them, ‘ : Bs 4 

se, Seme forty years age a Mr Heward wae drilling a well on fair Feek 2 

* 7-1 west of tewn, . I de not know the diferent strata drilled through t es 

but at depth ef ferty feet he found a tamarae leg .Sand se far as I os 

: knew, Later im drilling a well nerth of tewn , they found firet oy 

Su >? (peat , then sand, thea at “ae: feet blue elay. ther sand and a — & 

| -1M tamarae leg,. Mr D Crewley tells me that im drilling wells on the hee 

e ae “then sandstene , thenthirty te forty feet ,sand, them linestene ae re 

also struck layers ef irom stene , in water level soft, Abeve water = 7 

ro hard. and now here cones the most weaderful of all: ‘ os 

a * In drilling a well en Wyatts eranbery marsh near Valley junction ,h oS 

ly a the first six feet was peat, then sand three feet. then alternate é 

mes seer ae indieated by the material pumped ap fifty vs : 

feetysthen no more peat, all saad varieuseclors. S*venty feet ecoare ; 

sand , pleaty water. Bighty feur feet Arad eal tree and Pou : e 

2 arilling,, ; ue



3 ~ ee eo 

Yeu have a a in your @lass from here Nr Wells Andersen. ~ = 

If you will bring your class here next summer Mr Andersen and myset 

will give yeu a busy time for as long as yeu care to stay. 

Besides the Geelegy part ef it we might interest you in giciwat 

nound eilders werk,asthere is some of their mounde left. 

: there are alse sone mounds on lew marsh land that I have been inter = 

- ested in for some time. 

My time is at the earvice of your elass as long as you find it ef 

value te them. This letter is leng enough so will clese. 

Respeectfuly yeur . 

#4 Mhbllista eG 

\ 

: Re — See



: © ee Se : Tenak Wisconsin, Nevember,s3 19a * | 

< <%= *¥,TuThwaite Geelogist : ; é ee 

> Madisen Wiseensin, 2 ee ere 

=e Dear Sir: Yeur letter ef November I6 at hand adnd in reply i 

=e say. Well ne one ig en seetion four , Town I7 North Range ons west,  —~ 

-... .* Well ne twe is on Seetion 33 Town ne 18 nerth range one a 

_ + Well Ne three is cn sectien Ne five range ene Fast S@urth ueridien, 

+ Abeut ene feurth mile weet ef well ne, ene is a wet warsh,with meunde 

summing paralell with stream enly a few reds away, These meunde beg 

= at hard land en the nerth and eeeur at short distanees te herd land 

2 farther seuth, then ereseing hard lend fer half mibe are found againe = 

aS -- 6m wet marsh on west side ef creek and extending at same istexvale fe 

shard lend farther seuth. Two wiles west is a high ridge severed with 

Bsa eak timber, This all in Lemonweir river valley. 2. 

: ~-Gressing this hard weed ridge we eene te the LaCresse river valleys 32 

= = _ thie.velley..being meetly-grey (Jack )-pine-barrenss =~ The seil@~ —, 

Se fine leeee sand . The @ evernment in sinking a well at Camp MeCey 

Se feund the same leese sand dewn I80 feets the last time Det SE 
= . SOR ae sie ae eee 

- Bo net knew hew deep they went or what they feund lower dewns ee 

— = = Be not knew of any ene te refer yeu te as the wen'whe put dewn welle = 

= me ene and twe are dead . I have talked with Mr D Grewley whe put 

= --- @ewn Ne three many times in the last few years. and- always get somet™ 

: eS 
s new,s I just went te see Ur Crewley te ask him if he ever found any. = 

_——s—=s“  anivel fessils in these marsh lands, amd he tells me he did motjamd = = 

~k " me shells, but in working en’the ridge lands south of Tomah hefound 

a GESTTS IN CTevicew Iw the resks and at one place found what they = 

“Reeught te be a petrified frog. . = zs Se 2 eee 

Hope this may be of benefit to you . Am at your service atm 

time's a 
ba oe 

Respeetfuly Yeurs. pl bhiee- ee



December 7, 1921. 

Major Lawrence Martin, 2 Z 
Room 3381,State, War & Navy Bldg., 
Washington, Dts : : 

Dear Mr, Martin; ee 

Yours of the third is at hand. I am very sorry to 
hear that you are no better, I do not know whom my informant 
was, but it was some one who had seen you at Williams, Massa. ; 
chasetts, who told me that you were all right. 

/ I will get busy and revise the manuscript which I : 
have and have a copy typed here, Please do not be afraid that 
we are putting you out on the authorship « nothing is farther : 
from our intentions « but the matter has hung fire so long ~ 
and as I have been already jaid for the work, I feel that it 
is time to get some action. If you will concentrate on the 
section.on military geology which has not been written, Ii * : 

Z will look after the footnotes and other similar revision of : 
the text which I have. I feel rather inclined to cut the ~ 
bibliography in reference to previous investigations and 
Simply refer to your bulletin on Wisconsin. I do this in ; 
line with the style of other folios which in few cases go 
very deeply into the work. of others, 

Dr. Lobeck has finished a pencil copy of the : | 
block diagram and I think you will be pleased with it. I: 4 
may not, however, bé able to get him to do a diagram of 
the entire district, in which case I will try to get a | : 
survey man to try his hand at a drawing which would ree - 
semble a photograph of a model. Mr. Paige says that they 
can do this. : : 

I am very sorry to learn that you will be unable oe 
we to share in the payment. .I do not quite see why this is st 

inasmuch as I would be paying you and not the government, Se 

I will send you the illustrations that we have with — 
the manuscript, I did not secure any more photographs to j=§. 
amount to much at Sparta, but I thinkithere Would still be a 
chance to get some. As mentioned before, I feel rather adverse _ 

j tonery photographs, but would prefer drawings and diagrams, 4 

2 x aie =



ss Photographs often show a detail in the foreground une ee 
‘prominently than the important features in the background. — Tees 
_if possible, I could get Dr. Lobeck to work over some of our 
photographs into line drawings which would print very well in See 

: _ the text, whereas I think that photographs would not print very 
oe well on their text paper. I would like to know what your redaction 

_is on this. Shall I send the manuseript direct to Mr. Paige, 
_ or through your hands? : ae eee | 

= ie ‘Yours very truly, aoe ee 

| FT Tal : Geologist ae 
PBs _ After talking with Professor Twenhofel we thought = 

that no government law can prevent our making you a present ey ey 

of your share of the $900,00 after expenses are deducted, ee 

? Do you not write for the papers? I notice your ae a 

name on many Srtieles for the State Journal and it would ae 

seem strange that there are two men by exactly the same name ae 

in Washington. : ; gs pee I 

ae Could you sent me the bills which you have incurred |, 

in connection with this work before January 1, as I wish to eC 

try to pay up all expenses by that date in order to deduct 7. & 

them in income tax returns? : : ay 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

December 16, 1921. 

Mr. F. T. Thwaites, 
Geological and Natural History Survey, 

Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Thwaites:- 

Your letter of September 30, which I find in the files 
awaiting my attention, appears to have been correctly answered 
by Doctor Ransome, Acting Chief Geologist, October 6. 

Dector Martin was to do some additional work in 
elaboration of his contribution. Possibly after he has finished 
his part, you will want to leok over the manuscript to attend 
to adjustments, etc. ‘ 

If you did not receive the blue print of the log of the 
well at Wamsutter, Wyoming, please advise me. 

Very truly yours, : 

Chief Geologist.



Commissioners RAILROAD COMMISSION Seeactaeee 
ee ene OF WISCONSIN ENGINEERING C. M. LARSON 

e 
STATISTICAL G. C. MATHEWS 

LEwis E, pee SERVICE C. B. HAYDEN 

C, D. SECHEVERELL, SECRETARY MADISON TREES IG Ee ADAMS 

In RePLy PLEASE Rerer 70 Fie No. BBS=CAH December 16,1921. AGbAuce ALL (couMemetubne Tp msicodurasiel 

GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY, 
Mr. F.T. Thwaites, Geologist, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Gentlemen: 

I have your favor of December twelfth regarding the Wilton 
dam in Monroe County. 

The operated head at this dam is about ten feet, and there 

are two wheels installed, one of 25 hep. and the other of 10 hep., 

making a total of 35 hep. 

According to our records there are eight dams in all in Monroe 
County. The local name and the general location of these dams is as 

follows: 

z Cataract Dam, located at Cataract, on Big Creek. 

Leon Dam, located at Leon, on the Little La Crosse River. 

Angelo Dam, located at Angelo, on the La Crosse River. 
Bunnell's Dam, located in the city of Sparta, on Beaver Creek 
City Mills Dam, located a couple of miles southeast of the city 

of Sparta, on Farmers Valley Creek 

Gilman Dam, located just south or on the southern edge of the 

city of Sparta, on the La Crosse River. 
Vogel Dam, located at Wilton, on the east branch of the Kickapoo 

River. 
The so~called Paper Mill Dam, which is now used for electric 

purposes, located in the city of Sparta, on the La Crosse 
River. 

We have quite complete information concerning all of these 

dams, including photographs, etc. 

Yours very truly, 

RAILROAD COMMISSION OF WISCONSIN, 

: CaH/f Engineer



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

. WASHINGTON March 19, 1926. 
€¢Or?ry 

Memorendum on Sparta-Tomah folio 

; I have read, with care, the section on the military geology 

= of the Sparta Target Range intended to be a part of the Sparta-Tomab Folio, 

Wise. My editorial suggestions are numerous and are recorded on the 

tissue carbon. 

I believe that this discussion contains valuable matter which 

t will add much to the folio and will give it great utility in the instruc- 

tion of troops. In view of the fact that the area contains few mineral 

deposits and the justification for its publication is largely in a practi- 

cal way the application of geological knowledge to military operations 

eae and instruction should not be overlooked. 

However, I believe that the author should discuss in detail 

each of the unconsolidated formations in the same way that he has dis- 

cussed the military applications of geology for the St. Lawrence forma- 

tion, Franconia sandstone, and Dresbach sandstone. 

N py v\ (Signed) Kirk Bryan, Geologist. 
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April 1, 1926. 

Memorandum in regard to the manuscript on 
ground water in the Sparte-Tomeh, Wisconsin, geologic folio. 

This manuscript was carefully examined and techincally edited by 
Mr. Kirk Bryan. He has revised the menuscript extensively, but it should 
be understood by the authors that his changes are only in the nature 

_— of suggestions and with no idea of finality. 

The artesian conditions, as described for this area, are simi- 
lar to what has been found in other parts of the large Paleozoic artesian 
basin of this region. The suggestion made on page 168 that the high- 

: lends are intake areas for artesian water by percoletion through over- 

lying rocks where the artesian aquifer does not outcrop agress with what 
has been found in other areas. The suggestion wa>first made by T. C. 
Chamberlain in the 5th Annual Report and was developed by me in Water- 
Supply Paper 256, and to some extent in later reports. It is commonly 
found that on the uplends the water level in a deep well goes lower and 
lower as the well reaches successively lower formations, whereas in the 
lowlands the flowing wells are obtained in the deeper formations, the 
overlying formations being either dissected or with water under too 

slight pressure to rise to the surface. In many places the head of the 
water from the deep formations, relative to sea level, is higher in 

the uplends than in the lowlands even though the uplands are in the oppo- 
— site direction from the outcrops of the artesian aquifer. 

These conditions are illustrated in this manuscript. However, 
I question whether the conditions are so extreme as shown for the Sorge 
well in Figure 21. According to this figure, and the manuscript, the 
Dresbach sandstone is only partly saturated and contains a true water 
table with the water in the overlying formations perched. If this && 
correct, the Dresbach sandstone in this locality has no artesian pressure 
whatever, and the conditions must change rather radically from here to 
other localities where this sandstone yields artesian flows. I question 
whether there is any true water table, or whether the overlying water is 
truly perched. I think the conditions are more likely to be what I have 
called "semi-perched" in Water-Supply Paper 494. I wonder how well authen- 
ticated the data are on which the diagram in Figure 21 is based.



The term "artesian gradient" is used in a double sense, — 
meaning the ratio of the change in head to the horizontal distance, and 
also in the sense in which the term "grade" is commonly used, such as a 
railroad grade. The latter use, although perhaps not entirely incorrect, 
is an unusual usage which tends to confuse the manuscript. The term 

' “ertesien gradient" is itself a rather ambiguous expression. The terms 
“pressure gradient of the artesian water" and "hydraulic profile" would 
seem to no better express the two ideas involved. 

In the legend "artesian well" apparently means a flowing well; 
the expression should be "flowing well" or "artesian flowing well." Un- 
fortunately in earlier folios the expression “artesian well" has been 
used for nonflowing wells, which may not be incorrect but is misleading. 

The expression "artesian area" is also smbiguous and has been used 
with various meanings. Instead of "limit of artesian area", say "Limit 
of area of artesian flow". Could this area be better shown on the map 
with a pattern superimposed on a color? 

"Artesian contours" is also a vague expression. I would say "Lines 
showing height above sea level to which the artesian water will rise in 
wells," or else use a technical term such as "isopiestic lines". 

In some places on the maps there is rather a wide disagreement 
between “artesian contours" and "topography" and "areas of artesian flow". 
Could these be more closely adjusted? Obviously, the most uncertain of 
these three are the so-called artesian contours because the wells probably 

do not all end in the same stratum, and moreover, there may be loss smi 
of head by leakage, as is explained in the manuscript. 

= (Signed) 0. E. Meinzer, 
Geologist in Charge, 

Division of Ground Waters.



cory 

Memorandum on manuscript of 

Sparta-Tomah, Wisconsin, Geologic folio. 

Surface water supplies page 173. 

The point of measurement of La Crosse River should be stated. 
ae I presume it is the gaging station near West Salem, drainage area, 412 

square miles. Records have been collected at this point since December 
1913. <A summary of the records for 9 years, 1914 to 1923, is published 
in Second Report of the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin on Water 
Powers. These records show that flow was below 200 second-feet for 
nearly 18 per cent of the time during the 9 years ending September 30, 
1923. The minimum flow during the period was 100 second-feet, which 
occurred in December, 1922, and in February, 1923. The maximum daily 
discharge was 2,830 second-feet in February, 1922. The yearly run- 
off in inches ranges from 8.6 inches in 1923 to 11,9 inches in 1918 and 
averages 10.3 inches for the 9 years. The stetement in manuscript — 
probably should fead "between 10 and 11 inches", 

(Signed) G. C. Stevens 
: April 2, 1926.
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fi as a ( ) b 7 Memorandue to the Acting Chief Geologist: % / 

* The accompanying material including text, maps, and other 
illustrations for the Sparte-Tomah folio in the driftless area of 
Wisconsin has been exanined by me and appears to be suitable for 

. folio publication after further criticism. It should be examined by 
a My. Ulrich end later by the Comnittee on Geologic Names and the Physio- 

graphic Committee. The material is being tranehitted to you for such 
references. : : 

, My examination of the material, although a preliminary one, has 
required considerable time in rearranging and eliminating some of the manu- 
script. I em not in favor of the Survey's publication of the full seetion 
on the Military Reservation. It seams to me that the reports issued by 

the Geologic Branch need not discuss so fully military matters, unless 
the reports giving such a full treatment are published by the far Department. 
After the Sparta-Tomah material hes been examined by all the critics I 

_ @desire to give it s final careful reading before it is sent to the authors 
for further consideration and necessary changes. : 

Auf " Geologst in charge, 
; : - {Pin SES Section of Areal Geology. 

rr > To Chief Geologist - 11/17/26 
To Mr. Ulrich - 11/17/26 
To Mr. Miser - 2/21/27 ; 
To Mr. Alden - 3/1/27 
Returned to Mr. Miser - 3/3/27 
To Com. on Geol. Names ~ 3/4/27 : 
To Physiégraphic Committee -- 2/20/28 
To Chief Geol. with attached memo from Mr. Campbell, dated Jan. 19, 1929 ~ 2/8/29 

: To Mr. Mansfield - 3/25/29 
To CGhief Geologist - 2? 

TO OPEN FILES -- March 22, 1950. : 

s Sk eee 
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Jan. 19, 1929. 

P. 

Memorandum to the Chief Geol. regarding the manuscript for the 

Sparta-Tomah, Wisc., folio. 

Some time ago I téok up this manuscript to examine it for the Phys- 
{ iographic Committee, but found it so wmsatisfactory that I thought noth- 

ing short of complete revision would put it in shape for Survey publica- 

; tion. é ; 

Recently, however, Mr. Lawrence Martin called at the Survey in re- 
gard to the manuscript and he offered to withdraw it and, after some mod- 
ification, to submit it to the tate Geologist who, he says, is anxious 
to publish it. 

As I feel sure that in its present condition it will not pass the 
Survey critics, and as there is little prospect of having it completely 
revised by the authors, I recommend that the Survey return the manuscript 
to Lawrence Martin with permission to have it published by some other or- 
ganization. This will relieve us of a serious obligation and permit the 

= material to be published and made available to those interested in this 
part of the State. 

M. R. CAMPBELL 

Chairman, Physiographic Committee.
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Nearly three months have passed since this manuscript and illus- 
trations came into my hands with a request from Mr. Miser for critical 
reading and comment. Shortly after its receipt it was read, and the 
reading left an unfavorable impression. Fearing I might be prejudiced 

I laid it aside for a second reading after the holidays. Other duties 
abiars delayed this till late in January, when Mr. Ira Edwards of the Wisconsin 
ae Survey, who has devoted the past three field seasons to a painstaking 

survey of the adjacent Kendall and Marston quédrangles and is thoroughly 
competent to speak of the lower Paleozoic stratigraphy and faunas of 
Wisconsin, arrived in Washington to continue his work with me on the 
Cambrian faunas of the Upper Mississippi Valley. After my second read- 
ing of the manuscript I asked Mr. Edwards to do so also. His reaction 
being essentially as my own, the following comments on the folio manu=- 

script and illustrations may be accepted as consisting of views held in 
common by us. 

On my own account permit me to say that in view of the fact 
that the Wisconsin State Survey has completed the survey of the two quad- 
rangles next to the east of the Tomah quadrangles and that the report 
on these is being written in an up-to-date manner I question if the 
Federal Survey can afford to publish the Sparta-Tomah folio without very 
considerable modification of matter now in it. A 

To begin with, this manuscript contains much that does not seem fit 

to form part of a Survey folio; also many definite statements concerning 
speculative matters on which the authors were not then qualified to speak 
with authority. They had neither the physical nor the faunal data re- 
quired to gain a proper comception of local conditions in Paleozoic 
ages. On the other hand the manuscript lacks much available informa- 
tion concerning Wisconsin Paleozoic stratigraphy and history that ought 
to be in it. 

The descriptions of the Cretaceous ? and Pleistocene deposits 
are in great detail, and we have no improvements to offer concerning 
these. Likewise. the parts of the geologic history dealing with these 
leter periods seem uncommonly good and show considerable original work 

and thought. So far as known to us no published account brings to- 
gether so much reasonable matter relating to the history of the develop- 
ment of the present topography. We agree thoroughly with the conception 
of cuesta formation as herein outlined and not with the too generally 
accepted view that the benches and ridges are remains of former pane-
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plains. 
It follows then that our criticism pertains almost entirely 

to those parts of the manuscript which deal with the stratigraphy, 
structure, and geologic history of the Paleozoic formations. As re=- 
gards the mapping of the formations we have no evidence warranting com 
plaint except, as will appear presently, the neglect to discriminate 
the Mazomanie formation. However, in this case the oversight and re- , 

sulting confusion may be pardoned because at the time of their work in 
these quadrangles it was thought that this formation did not extend into 

their area. 

Lower P@leozoic Stratigraphy 

In general the descriptions of the formations need smplifica- 
tion by the addition of stratigraphic details and a consideration of the 

paleontology involved. The facts given can be applied only in the 
: most general manner and are often so misleading that there is danger 

in using them as guides for field work. In view of the obvious ne- 
glect of Palaeontology one can not avoid questioning the authors’ 
exact identification of the several subdivisions of the formations. 
In fact it seems doubtful in many cases that any definite boundary was 
recognized as defining the limits of a formation. Their composite 

section in no way adequately represents the present state of kmowledge 
concerning the Upper Cambrian of the Upper Mississippi Valley. 

In the case of the Dresbach formation no upper boundary is 
designated in spite of the fact that a considerable unconformity is 
determinable in almost every exposure. As a result some 40 feet of 

tin Ironton sandstone, which in the prevailing classification makes the . 
ms basal member of the Franconia fofmation, has been included as the upper 

part of the Dresbach even in the typical sections cited. 

The overlying parts of the Franconia formation are treated 
with even poorer understanding. The five principal divisions of the 

Franconia have been correctly divided on lithologic criteria; but the 
authors failed entirely to observe that beds distinguished by me under 
the name Mazomanie formation and which closely simulate but succeed the 
two uppermost of the Franconia members are present over a considerable 
part of the area mapped by them. 

Coming to details our criticism of the treatment of the 

Franconia may be given as follows: 

(1) ‘he discussion of the Ironton member is entirely inadequate. 
There is no mention of it as being the initial sediment in a newly warped 
basin; no notice of the geographic or stratigraphic distribution of the 
fossil-bearing strata; no recognition that there are fossil-bearing 
strate in it and that it is a marine deposit and not a beach or continental 
deposit as the underlying true Dresbach almost certainly is.
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(2) The section dealing with the micaceous shale can be enlarged to 

about three times its present size by the insertion of the paleeontological 
facts necessary for an understanding of the geologic history recorded 

here. 

(3). The lithology of the lower greensand is well described, and a few 

fossils are listed. But there is no mention of the considerable number 
that are really diagnostic of these beds. 

(4) The two following members, the yellow sandstone and the upper green- 
sand, have been confused with the similar beds which here represent the 
Mazomanie formation. As a rule, especially in the western half of the 
State, the Mazomanie is not readily distinguished from the next under- 

— lying members of the Franconia without recourse to fossil evidence. As 

the authors made little or no use of this readily procurable means the 

repetition and confusion of the two superposed and really quite dis- 
tinct pairs of beds was never suspected. 

(5) The list of fossils given for the Franconia formation is entirely 
useless. 

(6) For the reason stated above there is no consideration of the Mazo- 
manie formation as such. 

The description of the Trempleau or St. Lawrence formation, as it 
is called in this manuscript, is not up to present information even as 
regards the lithology and sequence of its members. Moreover, the brief 
list of fossils is very inaccurate, and there is no suggestion that the 
various faunas are restricted to certain beds. Nor is there any dis- 
cussion of the geographic distribution of the several members included 

a in this formation. 

The upper part of the Jordan formation being unfossiliferous may 
therefore be said to be treated more completely than any of the Cambrian 
beds. But even in this instance improvement is readily possible and 
desirable. 

The existence of the Madison formation is questioned in spite of the 
fact that the unconformity at its base is the most strongly marked break 
in the entire series of rocks in this region. In the section given by 
the authors the conglomerate marking this unconformity is noted, but 
its existence apparently meant nothing to the observers. Close inspec- 
tion probably would have revealed the presence of fossils characteristic 
of this formation in its type locality as it has in the adjoining Kendall 
quadrangle and in nearby Richland center area. 

The Oneota dolomite is described in a way that corresponds to the 
characteristics shown by it in the adjoining Kendall quadrangle. How
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ever, the probable statement that the overlying Shakopee formation is 
entirely absent from this area is rendered somewhat unsafe by the fact 
that the lower part of this fofmetion was observed by us at Cashton only 

three or four miles south of the border of the Sparta quadrangle. 

Structure 

In general the geologic structure corresponds with what is 
to be expected. It is true that the anticlinal structures run nearly 

at right angles to those on the adjoining sheet, but this is probably 
correct as the summits of the ridges seem to indicate the direction of 
the anticlinal folds and these summits also turn at right angles to 
their course farther east. The amount of folding is also of about the 
amount determined on the Kendall and Mauston sheets, hence may be accepted 

aed as correct. However, the statement that the origin of the folds was 
contemporaneous with that of the rocks requires some qualification. That 
some at least of these minor anticlines were formed long after the consol- 
idation of the rock is indicated by the fact that the variations in the 

thickness of the beds often has no apparent relation to the present structure 
of the region. So far as observed by us there is no great change in the 
thickness of the beds throughout the two quadrangles. In fact most of 
the variations noted by the authors in the Franconia as mapped by them 
are Bax occasioned by the failure to recognize the simibar overlying beds 

: of the Mazomanie. Whatever other variations are present seem due to 
the oscillations of the old pre-Cambrian axis of central Wisconsin rather 
than to the minor warping of the flanks of that axis. 

Paleozoic part of the geologic history 

The geologic history of the Cambrian period is se general as 
ics to be of no value. There is no consideration of the Paleogeography of 

the time; of the direction of invasion; or of the variations of the 

extent of the seas which are responsible for the various rock formations 

of the Cambrian. One gets the impression that this deposition occurred 
in a single sea which dried up once in a while and then reappeared after 
a hard rain. The fact that the shoreline of at least one of these 
invasions actually crossed the quadrangles in question is not even hinted. 

Respectfully submitted 

(Signed) EE. 0. Ulrich 

Feb. 21, 1927.



Sparta-Tomas Bulletin 

Notes by W. C. Alden, Feb., 1927. 

Fig. 1. Instead of map of physiographic provinces of whole U. S., 
use part of larger map with subdivisions and put names on. Use 
latest revision available at time of publication and revise title 
in accordance therewith. 

P. 5. Revise title of fig. 2. 
P. 12. ti ' " “ Se 

P. 15. Insert title. 
aa P. 16. Where is table of rainfall? 

P. 83. Windrow formation, Cretaceous or Tertiary? 

P. 89. Looks to me like desert polish on such pebbles as I found on 
the Baraboo bluffs and in Mitchell County, Iowa. In Floyd 
County, Iowa, are remnants of ffiable sandstone overlying 
Devonian. I think the pebbles here are also polished. 

Similar pebbles are abundant in Cretaceous conglomerates 

of the Rocky Mountains in Wyoming end Montana. The older 
drifts in Iowa contein much of such polished material. : 
Even if originally from Cretaceous conglomerate, the pebbles 
may have been rehandled by Tertiary streams repeatedly be- 
fore the valley cutting. 

P. 95. Slight change. ~ 
P. 96. See insert suggested 
P. 97. Is the most of the loess of Wisconsin age here? 
P.107. Is the highest gravel terrace on the Mississippi River 

i Wisconsin outwash? 
P.113. Main loess in Ill. and Ia. pre-Wisconsin. 
P.129. I think there is some reason for thinking the gravel in 

northeastern Iowa similar to the Windrow gravel was de- 
posited on a plain or in broad valleys rather than in 
narrow, steep, sharp valleys, and especially if these are 
regarded as of Cretaceous age. 

P.141. The conclusion is stated somewhat better at top of p. 141, 
especially as applied to the Sparte-Tomah region. I sus= 
pect that such things as the Bridgeport terrace near the 
mouth of the Wisconsin River, and some things in north- : 
eastern Iowa, indicate that there has been more than one 
cycle of erosion. It should be remembered that peneplain 
(not peneplane) does not mean a flat or even nearly flat 
plain. Don't forget the pene. The type peneplain of 
central Massachusetts never was devoid of relief. 

P.147. Suggest insert re time estimate. 
P.149. * slight changes. 

PP.150- . ; ‘ 
151
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Pp. 153-155. I have not examined the gravel terraces along 
Mississippi River, and I have not the data at hand fof a posi- 
tive statement, but I am wondering if the upper gravel terrace 

remnants there are not of pre-Wisconsin age. I think such upper 
terraces on tributaries in northeastern Iowa are of pre-Wisconsin 
age, some of them probably Iowan. If that is correct, may 
not. the Qht loess-covered terrace in the Spartea-Thomas area also 
be pre-Wisconsin as well as the older (Qot) terraces ? (Ask Leverett). 

P. 156. Is not Qot the high terrace at Tomafy or is Qht referred to 
as being graded up to Lake Wisconsin 7? The statement is ambiguous. 

Was there a pre-Wisconsin Lake Wisconsin ?



Notes on Sparta Quadrangle 

by G. R. Mansfield 

I agree with Miser that the section on the military geology 
of the Sparta Target Range should not beincluded in this bulletin, 
Figure 6, which relates to that section should also be omitted. 
Possibly this material, if presented in suitable form, might be accept- 
able to "The Military Engineer", 

I question the value of Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12 and 16, which relate 
ag to the mechanical analyses of specimens from different formations. 

This matter is in general discussed so briefly as scarcely to warrant 
five illustrations. On the other hand, a full discussion would not be 
appropriate for a bulletin such as this, when no special problem is 
presented on, which these data would have any particular bearing. Pre- 
sumably these data might be of interest in ground-water problems but 
such problems are in general beyond the scope of this report and are 
not presented in any detailed way. 

Figure 8 is useful in showing the border of the Driftless Area and 
the general location of pre-Cambrian areas together with the location 
of certain streams and towns to which reference is made in the text. 
Little use is made of the general geology and most of it could be 
omitted and the figure greatly simplified. 

Figure 3 is practically only a detail of Figure 2 and could also 
be omitted but some names should be trensferred from Fig. 3 to Fig. 

aw 2, and some other names added. Possibly Fig. 8 and Fig. 2 could be 
combined without any essential loss. : 

Pages 2-3. This section could well be made over into an abstract or 
summary of the report as a whole -~ something that the report now lacks. 

Page 8 - authors would better bring review up to date. 
13 - Fig. 4 does not well illustrate idea of "double valleys". 
14 - Editorial suggestion 
16 - Table lacking 
21 - Colluvium not mich used (7) by Survey 
24 - Note on fig. 8. 
61 - Billingsella 7? ; 
74 - Calcareous, presumably 

109 - Omit analysis and some accompanying matter. 
111 - Greater clay content ? 
113 = Shows it 
114 - What is 8 
118 - Two comments 

: 119 ~ Three comnents



* 

Page 120 -Relative thickness, etc. 
124 - In some places 
137 - Solely ? 

139 - Complete list of symbols 

140 - Two comments 
145 - Supported ? 
146 - See note 
147 - Substitute 
151 - Apparent disagreement 
152 - Two comments ) 
153 - Two comments 
154 ~ Location of Neshonoc 

~<a 156 -+ See Fig. 8; editorial suggestion 
157 - Two queries 

159 - Dele or explain "etc." 
161 = Doubtful statement needs qualification 
162 = Deletion ? 
164 - See note , 

165 - Filthy 
166 - Two suggestions 
168 - Almost 
172 - Bed rock ? 
173 - Two comnents 
173°-174 Agreement needed 
177 - Into :



Copy to E. F. Bean 

May 23, 1932. 

Dr. W. ©. Mendenhall, 
Director, U. S. Geological Survey, 

interior Building, 
Washington, D. C. 

My dear Mendenhall: 

fhis is to acknowledge my receipt of your letter of 

May 20, with respect to the bulletin on the geology of the 

Sparta and Tomah quadrangles, Wisconsin, and to express my 

belief thet Dr. Thwaites, the senior author of the folio, who 

should alse be the senior author of the bulletin, will agree 

to the general plan which Twenhofel and I have worked out with 

you on his behalf and our own): : 

Your cordielity and cooperation in connection with 

this transaction are highly appreciated. 

Very sincerely yours, 

: ( 

Lis SG am 
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$ UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON 

JUN —3 1932 

Dr. E. F. Bean, Director, 
Geological and Natural History Survey, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Doctor Bean: 

The other day at the instance of Doctor Twenhofel and 
Colonel Martin.a conference was held here with these gentlemen 
and Mr. G. R. Mansfield to consider the status of the report by 
Thwaites, Twenhofel, and Martin on the Sparta and Tomah quad— 
rangles, Wisconsin. The results of this conference are indicated 
in thé inclosed copy of a letter written to Doctor Twenhofel 
shortly afterward. I think you may desire this copy as a record ~ 
of the present status of the matter. 

Yours very cordially, 

Director. 

Inclosure 229702.
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